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ABSTRACT

Brouwer, Matthew D., Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2015. Dynamic
Performance of Turbocharger Rotor-Bearing Systems. Major Professor: Farshid
Sadeghi, School of Mechanical Engineering.

The objectives of this investigation were to design and construct a high speed
turbocharger test rig (TTR) to measure dynamics of differing turbocharger rotor
bearing systems and to develop a coupled rotor-cartridge model for the ball
bearing rotor system to corroborate the experimental and analytical results. The
ball bearing rotor is supported by an angular contact ball bearing cartridge. In
order to achieve the objectives of the experimental aspect of this study, a TTR
was designed and developed with the capability of reaching speeds in excess of
100,000 rpm driven by compressed air. The TTR was used to compare and
contrast the whirl and friction characteristics of two identical turbochargers
differing only by the support structure of the rotor system; one containing a
floating ring bearing turbocharger (FRBT) and the other a ball bearing
turbocharger (BBT). A pair of displacement sensors was installed to measure
the whirl of the rotor near the end of the compressor. The BBT was shown to be
significantly more rigid and stable as compared to the FRBT with an average
reduction in radial rotor motion of 47%. The motion of the BBT consisted of
mainly

synchronous

motion

whereas

the

FRBT

was

dominated

by

subsynchronous motion throughout the entire range of speeds. The TTR was
also used to compare frictional losses within the bearings. A study of run-down
times after the pressurized air supply was removed indicated that the BBT has

xv

significantly lower frictional losses under all operating conditions tested with an
average increase in run-down time of 14.1%.
A wireless telemetry based temperature sensor was designed specifically for the
turbocharger ball bearing system to monitor the internal bearing temperature
located on the cage during operation. It was shown to be able to withstand the
harsh environments of turbocharger applications operating at high speeds. The
sensor accurately monitored transient bearing cage temperature due to changes
in operating speed.
Custom sensors were developed in order to measure the axial forces acting on
the rotor due to aerodynamic effects. The sensors utilized cantilever beams
outfitted with strain gages to measure the applied load from the bearing cartridge.
Results of dynamic testing indicated the magnitude and direction of the axial
force is dependent on the operating conditions of the turbine and compressor.
To achieve the objectives of the analytical investigation, the explicit finite element
method (EFEM) and the discrete element method (DEM) were coupled to
investigate dynamics of flexible rotor systems supported by deep groove ball
bearings. DEM was used to develop the dynamic bearing model (DBM) in which
all of the components of the bearing (i.e. races, balls, and cage) have six
degrees-of-freedom.

The flexible shaft was modeled with a full 3D elastic

formulation using the EFEM. Rotor and inner races of the bearings were fully
coupled such that both translation and rotation of the flexible rotor are transmitted
to the bearings. The resulting reaction forces and moments calculated in DBM
were in turn applied to the nodes of the shaft. The combined rotor-bearing model
was used to investigate the motions of the inner races at low speeds and the
resulting reaction forces and moments from the supporting bearings due to a
large applied load on the shaft. In the current coupled modeling approach, the
deformation of the shaft affected the internal components of the bearing by
altering the orientation of the inner race which results in ball spin and slip.

xvi

The preceding rotor-bearing model was extended to represent the turbocharger
rotor-cartridge system that is under consideration. A DEM angular contact ball
bearing cartridge model was coupled with an EFEM shaft to simulate the
dynamics of the turbocharger test rig.

The bearing cartridge consists of a

common outer ring, a pair of split inner races, and a row of balls on each end of
the cartridge. The coupled rotor-cartridge model was used to investigate the
shaft motion and bearing dynamics as the system traverses critical speeds. The
analytical and experimental shaft motion results were in close agreement. The
cartridge model allowed for thorough investigation of bearing component
dynamics. Effects of ball material properties were found to have a significant
impact on turbocharger rotor and bearing dynamics.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background and Motivation
The turbocharger was invented in 1905 by Dr. Buechi to increase the efficiency
of a naturally aspirated internal combustion engine [1]. Over the past 100 years
turbochargers have evolved; however, the goal to increase overall efficiency has
remained

unchanged.

Passenger

automobiles

transitioned

to

using

turbochargers in the early 1970’s in response to vehicle downsizing while trying
to maintain overall horsepower as well as meeting stricter fuel economy
standards [1]. This has been the main driving force behind innovation in the
turbocharger industry, and it continues today. Turbocharging a gasoline or diesel
engine

significantly

improves

fuel

economy

without

conceding

vehicle

performance. Lecointe and Monnier [2] describe a case in which a gasoline
engine for a full sized car was downsized and turbocharged therefore not losing
any performance while improving fuel economy by 20%.
A turbocharger consists of a turbine and a compressor wheel coupled together
with a common shaft, and these components make up the rotor. Hot exhaust
from an engine drives the turbine wheel which then rotates the compressor
wheel. The compressor is of centrifugal type whose purpose is to force air into
the cylinder of the engine thereby increasing power output as compared to a
naturally aspirated engine of equivalent volumetric capacity. Depending on the
size of the turbocharger, the rotor may spin as fast as 250,000 rpm where these
speeds are typically reached by smaller turbochargers.
Turbocharger operation presents a difficult environment for the bearing system
that supports the rotor. The rotor spins at extremely high angular velocities, in
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some applications more than fifty times faster than the crankshaft of the engine.
The turbocharger is also driven by the hot exhaust gases from the engine which
further exacerbates the condition inducing temperatures as high as 600 °C for
turbocharged engines [3]. In general the same oil used to lubricate the engine
components is pumped through the turbocharger to support the rotor. This oil
usually contains debris contaminants as large as 20 microns, which can be
detrimental to the operation of the bearing. Depending on the vehicle and engine
application, the turbocharger may be subjected to a time history which includes
large accelerations and decelerations.

This will also lead to large load

fluctuations as the aerodynamics applied to the turbine and compressor wheel
will vary rapidly. These extreme environmental conditions will require a robust
rotor support system.
The rotor has traditionally been radially supported with a pair of floating ring
bearings while being axially supported by a thrust bearing. Figure 1.1 illustrates
the floating rings and rotor-bearing system. The floating rings create two fluid
films in series, one between the shaft and floating ring and the other between the
floating ring and main housing. This system has been used for many years as a
result of its robustness, reliability and low cost due to its simplicity and ease of
manufacturing and installation. This system will be referred to as a floating ring
bearing turbocharger (FRBT).
More recently, the design of the support system has been transitioning to using a
cartridge containing two angular contact ball bearings with the cross section
shown in Figure 1.1. These bearings support both the radial and axial loads.
The cartridge is also surrounded by a squeeze film damper. This transition to
ball bearings has been motivated by the ever increasing demands to improve fuel
economy, meet stricter emission regulations, and better dynamic performance.
Ball bearings are generally known to have lower friction than that of floating ring
bearings. The sliding contact of hydrodynamic bearings is being replaced with
the rolling contact of ball bearings. This reduction in friction will reduce inertia lag
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upon acceleration and reduce fuel consumption by decreasing the backpressure
on the engine caused by the turbine wheel. This system will be referred to as a
ball bearing turbocharger (BBT).

Figure 1.1: BBT and FRBT rotor-bearing systems.

The conversion to using the ball bearing cartridge may affect the reliability and
life time of the bearing system as compared to FRBs. The initial LundbergPalmgren [4] theory predicted a finite life for ball and rolling element bearings.
However, new theories offered by Ioannides and Harris [5] indicate that it is
possible to obtain infinite life for ball and rolling element bearings. The model
makes the distinction that failure occurs only when the effective von Mises stress
exceeds a certain threshold value. This threshold value is similar to a fatigue
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limit for structural components below which failure does not occur. Therefore, if a
bearing is installed and maintained properly, it can have an infinite life.
In the past several decades, a number of researchers [6-16] have successfully
investigated the dynamics of rotor-journal bearing systems. The load support
mechanism for journal bearings can be accurately modeled using the Reynolds
equation. Equations of motion for the shaft can be written for the rotor-bearing
system by including the reaction forces from the journal bearing supports in the
system of equations.
Current commercially available software is not suitable to critically examine rotorball bearing interactions as the software is limited only to modeling hydrodynamic
bearings. Rolling element bearings are one of the most widely used components
in rotating machinery.

As the demand for reliable bearings in high speed

applications has increased, so has the need for an advanced and versatile tool
that is able to accurately model the full rotor-bearing system.

1.2. Review

1.2.1. Turbocharger Rotordynamics
Extensive work has been conducted both experimentally and analytically with
regards to FRBT.

San Andres et al. [6-8] have developed and presented

comprehensive models to predict the motion of the rotor system in a FRBT.
They also corroborated their analytical model results with those of experiments.
Schweizer [9] discusses the interaction between the inner and outer film of a
floating ring bearing.

He introduces a phenomenon referred to as “total

instability” which results in excessive rotor eccentricities leading to turbocharger
failure.

Total instability occurs when the inner and outer fluid films

simultaneously become unstable, and the inner and outer oil whirl and whip
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frequencies synchronize resulting in insufficient damping thus significantly
increasing shaft eccentricities. Mokhtar [10] describes the advantages of the
floating ring bearing over that of a common fixed journal bearing. The floating
ring bearing has lower frictional losses and also better damping characteristics
because of containing two oil lubricating films. Kirk et al. [11] also presents
analytical predictions of turbocharger whirl.

They discussed the whirling and

whipping of the oil within the floating ring bearing as the cause of the instabilities
of this type of bearing. The oil within the bearing clearances circulates with a
velocity less than that of the rotor; this is the primary reason for subsynchronous
motions below the rotor operating frequency.
One component of the FRBT that has been prone to failure is the thrust bearing
which supports the axial loads applied to the rotor. Keller et al. [17] presented a
hybrid concept by replacing the thrust bearing with an angular contact ball
bearing which is capable of supporting large axial loads. They demonstrated the
ball bearing to have the ability to survive scenarios which in the past exhibited a
large number of thrust bearing failures. Ashtekar and Sadeghi [18] and Kelly [19]
present experimental rotordynamic results focusing on the motion of the
compressor wheel of the turbocharger. Tanimoto et al. [20] and Miyashita et al.
[21] present results comparing the mechanical efficiency of the floating ring
bearing to that of the ball bearing. Miyashita et al. [21] developed a specialized
test rig to measure the responses of different types of bearings. However, the
test rig developed was not able to provide any insight on the dynamic motion of
the rotor system.

1.2.2. Rolling Element Bearing Modeling Advancements
Some of the earliest rolling element bearing modeling was done by Sunnersjö
[22] in which a two degree-of-freedom model was developed considering planar
motion of a rigid inner race to account for the reaction forces of the nonlinear
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contact between the rolling elements and the raceways. The bearing model was
used to theoretically and experimentally study the varying compliance
phenomena. Varying compliance is inherent to rolling element bearing operation
and will occur even if the bearing is free of manufacturing imperfections. The
number of active rolling elements under load varies with the angular position of
the cage, and this produces a periodic change in bearing stiffness and thus
producing vibrations.
Fukata et al. [23] and Mevel and Guyader [24] also reported the motion of a ball
bearing inner race due to varying compliance at various low rotational speeds
under a constant directional load. The two degree-of-freedom model that was
used is a simplified approach to modeling ball bearings. A ball bearing contains
an inner race, an outer race, a number of balls, and a cage, with these
components interacting with one another and each having six degrees-offreedom. With the planar assumption, the geometries of the inner and outer
groove radii of bearing were not considered and only load in the radial direction
was allowed, thus neglecting axial load support mechanism. Also, the balls were
assumed to be in pure rolling, equally spaced, and have the same angular
velocity as the cage. This assumption neglects any effects of the ball and cage
interactions.
Rolling element bearing models have made significant advancements in terms of
realistic assumptions and complexity since the 1960s when digital computing
was becoming a feasible option. Gupta [25] conducted a review on the current
status of rolling bearing modeling giving a description of previous quasi-static and
dynamic models. Dynamic models have been developed such that each of the
bearing components has six degrees-of-freedom while typically considering
these components as rigid bodies.

In the 1980s, Gupta [26] developed

Advanced Dynamics of Rolling Elements (ADORE) which allowed the integration
of the equations of motion over larger time intervals. Saheta [27] used a similar
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approach to model deep and angular contact ball bearings while Ghaisas et al.
[28] focused on dynamics of cylindrical roller bearings.
Bearing models have been further developed to investigate specific aspects of
bearing dynamics.

Houpert [29] developed a code, CAGEDYN, with an

equivalent stiffness for the ball and cage contact including both Hertzian and
structural stiffness.

Pederson et al. [30], Weinzapfel and Sadeghi [31] and

Ashtekar and Sadeghi [32] modeled flexible cages using a lumped mass
approach, discrete element approach, and explicit finite element approach,
respectively, each utilizing the discrete element dynamic ball bearing model
developed by Saheta [27].

1.2.3. Rotor-Ball Bearing Modeling
In machinery the bearings are affixed to a rotating shaft and housing. Therefore,
when considering bearing dynamics it is essential to consider the shaft as an
integral part of the bearing rotor system. The shaft interaction with the bearing
and thus its deflection is a vital component when considering dynamics of
bearing systems as the shaft connects multiple bearings and influences the
motion of the inner races. A rigid shaft only allows the bearings to support radial
loads whereas a flexible shaft utilizes all six degrees-of-freedom of the inner race
in the bearing model. Gupta et al. [33] modeled a flexible rotor using circular
Timoshenko beam finite elements, but coupled the shaft with the planar bearing
model presented by Sunnersjö [22].

The software referred to as BEAST

developed by Stacke et al. [34] is known to include rotor flexibility, but the model
and the results are not available in public domain.

Desai [35] developed a

flexible shaft and bearing system, but the model was developed within the
commercial software MSC.ADAMS. Inherently it is a multi-rigid body dynamics
software.

Flexibility is incorporated by using the reduced form of the FEA,

component mode synthesis.

Ashtekar and Sadeghi [18] used the same
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approach to model a high speed turbocharger rotor-bearing system. Results of
shaft motion due to a rotating imbalance were presented for both rigid and
flexible shafts and corroborated with experimental results.

Wensing [36]

investigated bearing dynamics of a shaft and bearing system by modeling the
shaft, housings, and outer races using the finite element method reduced by
component mode synthesis. The cage was not modeled. Component mode
synthesis is known to be more computationally efficient as it is a reduction of the
full finite element model. However, this reduction involves a linear summation of
predefined deformation modes; therefore, the accuracy of the reduction is
dependent on the number of fixed-boundary normal eigenmodes as well as the
constraint modes selected for evaluation [37].

This can be avoided by

conducting dynamic simulations with full finite element models which is becoming
a realistic task as computational power continues increase.

1.3. Scope of the Dissertation
With the transition to using rolling element bearings in turbocharger applications,
it is crucial to examine the effects that the bearing type has on rotordynamic
characteristics. The scope of this dissertation covers both the experimental and
analytical investigation of the dynamic response of turbocharger rotor-bearing
systems. In Chapter 2, a high speed turbocharger test rig was developed to
critically examine and evaluate whirl and frictional characteristics of two
identically equipped turbochargers wherein one is supported by floating ring
bearings and the other by ball bearings. Displacement sensors were used to
record the whirl of the rotor, and the results were compared and contrasted
between the FRBT and the BBT.

Also the run-down speed and time was

recorded to compare the mechanical efficiency of the turbochargers. A wireless
telemetry based sensor was developed for monitoring the bearing cage
temperature. Lastly, custom sensors were developed for measurement of axial
loads due to aerodynamic effects.

In Chapter 3, two independent numerical
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approaches are combined to develop a full rotor-ball bearing model.

A 3D

explicit finite element model of a flexible shaft was developed and coupled with a
discrete element ball bearing model to investigate the dynamics of a flexible rotor
system supported by deep-groove ball bearings.

The model developed was

used to investigate under various operating conditions the motions and reactions
of two separate rotor-bearing configurations. First, a shaft was supported on
each end by a ball bearing and was loaded at the center. Second, a bearing was
moved inward creating an overhang and a load was applied on the end of the
overhung portion of the shaft.

The results demonstrate that the ball bearing

acted as a unique boundary condition and in order to accurately model a bearing
and rotor system, it was critical to have the rotor supported by an actual bearing.
Chapter 4 develops the rotor-cartridge model that is representative of the
turbocharger system under consideration. Simulations of shaft motion results are
corroborated with the experimental results presented in Chapter 2. The rotorcartridge model allows for thorough investigation of bearing dynamics as the
system traverses critical speeds. Chapter 5 summarizes the completed work and
proposes ideas for future work.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TURBOCHARGER
ROTOR-BEARING SYSTEMS

2.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the experimental work conducted in order to examine
rotordynamics and operational performance of two varying turbocharger rotorbearing systems. First a description is given of the high speed turbocharger test
rig (TTR) that was designed and developed for this investigation to be able to
operate in nominal and extreme conditions. These conditions include a large
range of operating speeds, oil inlet temperature and pressure, and operating
location within the compressor map. The TTR was then used to investigate shaft
motion of both the FRBT and BBT over the full operating range for various oil
conditions. Displacement sensors were installed in the compressor housing to
measure the motion of the end of the shaft with the measurement point being a
customized nut with cylindrical end. One of the suggested advantages of the
BBT is the reduction of frictional losses in the bearing as compared to the FRBT.
In order to quantify this, run down tests were conducted to compare deceleration
rates.

Another metric of bearing performance is temperature.

A wireless

temperature sensor was designed and constructed to measure the temperature
of the cage during operation at high speeds. Lastly, the primary function of the
rotor bearings are to support applied loads, and understanding these loads is
crucial for bearing design. Custom sensors utilizing strain gage technology are
placed on the compressor and turbine end of the bearing cartridge to measure
the axial loads transmitted to the main housing due to aerodynamic effects.
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2.2. TTR Design and Construction

2.2.1. Turbocharger Assembly
Figure 2.1 illustrates the turbocharger that was used for this investigation. The
turbocharger has three sections, the main bearing housing and secured on each
end with V-bands are two housings used to control airflow for the turbine and
compressor wheels. Figure 1.1 shows the rotor-bearing system depicting both of
the bearing types used in this investigation. The FRBT has a journal with a
diameter of 10.98 mm. The inner and outer diameters of the floating ring are
11.0095 mm and 15.806 mm. The bearing diameter is 15.88 mm. The BBT
uses a custom designed hybrid angular contact ball bearing cartridge.

The

bearing inner race is made of M50 steel and has a diameter of 15.72 mm
whereas the outer race is made of 100C6 and has a diameter of 25.28 mm. The
balls are ceramic with a diameter of 4.76 mm. The cartridge has a common
outer race with two rows of balls, one on each end, with the preload directed
towards the center of the cartridge. Extreme exhaust gas temperatures during
actual use require the turbine wheel to be made of Inconel which is able to resist
creep and distortion while rotating at high speeds and exposed to high
temperatures. The turbine wheel is friction welded to the main steel shaft. The
compressor wheel slides onto the opposite end of the shaft and it is held in place
by a nut.

No key is necessary to hold it in place as the friction due to

compression is sufficient. The threads on the shaft are left-handed to ensure the
nut stays secure during operation. The compressor wheel is made of lightweight
aluminum to reduce inertia and is able to withstand the environment as it is not
subjected to extreme heat. This specific model of turbocharger has a variable
geometry (VGT) which is capable of adjusting the cross sectional area of airflow
into the turbine by means of a sliding nozzle with fixed vanes. The turbocharger
also has provisions for a water jacket, but the temperatures during this study do
not exceed those that would require the use of the water jacket.
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Figure 2.1: Turbocharger (a) with the corresponding cross section (b) showing
the compressor, main, and turbine housings.
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2.2.2. TTR Overview
Figure 2.2 illustrates the TTR designed and developed for this investigation
which is located at the Purdue University Kepner facility. TTR is placed in a filled
concrete cinder block room for safety and controlled remotely. Figure 2.3 depicts
an overview of the turbocharger.

Various gauges are used to monitor inlet

pressure, back pressure etc. The pressurized air supply enters through the pipe
labeled 1 and passes through the turbine housing and exits to the atmosphere
through pipe 2. Air from inside the room enters the turbocharger compressor
through the opening labeled 3 and it is compressed by the centrifugal
compressor and exits to the atmosphere through pipe 4. Back pressure is added
to the system by means of a ball valve in line with pipe 4 as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: TTR setup.
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Figure 2.3: Turbocharger assembly overview and gauges.

2.2.3. Pressurized Air Supply
An industrial sized compressor as seen in Figure 2.4 is used to power the
turbocharger. The compressor is powered by a 6 cylinder 14 liter diesel engine.
It is capable of discharging air at 1,300 CFM (617 L/s), 100 psi (700 kPa) and
175 °F (80 °C). Dimensions of the compressor enclosure are 4.8 m long by 2.6
m high by 2.3 m wide. An electro-pneumatic positioning ball valve controls the
airflow from the compressor which is discharged through a three inch pipe. The
ball valve is located inline just before the turbocharger as seen in Figure 2.2.
The positioner receives a 0-10 VDC signal which then opens the ball valve from
completely closed to completely open. A custom made connection transitions
the circular cross section of the pipe to the rectangular cross section of the
turbine housing inlet shown in Figure 2.5.

The contour of the inner surface

gradually transitions throughout the length of the piece. The smooth conversion
minimizes pressure drop and turbulence prior to entering the turbine housing.
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Figure 2.4: Industrial compressor used to supply compressed air to the TTR.

Figure 2.5: Turbine air flow transition piece.
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2.2.4. Oil Pump Circulation System
In an actual turbocharger installed on an engine, the oil supplied to the
turbocharger is pumped from the engine sump through the lubrication system of
the engine. In this study, an oil pump circulation system shown in Figure 2.6 is
used to supply pressurized oil to the TTR. 5W-20 motor oil is held in a 10 gallon
reservoir. A heating element in the reservoir controlled by a thermostat heats the
oil to the desired temperature. The oil is then passed through a heat exchanger
supplied with cold water.

The combination of the heating element and heat

exchanger allows the oil to be maintained at the desired temperature as it is
supplied to the bearings.

Figure 2.7 shows how the pressure is regulated

through a series of valves and a bypass just before the oil enters the
turbocharger. The oil inlet and outlet valves are opened and the bypass valve is
partially closed until the desired pressure is achieved. BBT includes a squeeze
film damper surrounding the bearing cartridge for support. An anti-rotation pin
constrains the bearing cartridge outer race from rotating. A pair of oil ports on
the outer race as shown in Figure 1.1 direct oil into the cartridge to lubricate the
rolling contacts.

The oil passes through the bearing and empties into the

reservoir. To prevent oil backup, a sump pump was installed in series with the
return oil line to pump oil from the turbocharger to the reservoir.
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Figure 2.6: Oil circulation system.

Figure 2.7: Oil pressure adjustment and sensors. The turbocharger compressor
outlet pipe has been removed for visual aid.
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2.2.5. Controls and Sensors
Controls are located on the outside of the cinder block room. The TTR is viewed
from the outside of the room using a webcam mounted on the wall as seen in
Figure 2.2. Variable DC power supply is used to control the positioning ball
valve.

Data from the TTR is acquired using a data acquisition board and

recorded using LabVIEW software.
Different speed sensors are used for the FRBT and BBT. The FRBT uses a
variable reluctance sensor which creates a permanent magnetic field.

The

sensor is placed in the main bearing housing and counts a flat on the rotor as it
passes the sensor. The BBT uses a similar approach but it is unable to use the
rotor as the measurement location due to the bearing cartridge.

Figure 2.7

demonstrates how the sensor is inserted into the compressor housing and used
to count blades on the compressor wheel as they pass by the sensor.
Rotor motion is monitored using non-contact eddy current displacement sensors.
Figure 2.7 depicts the sensors mounted in the compressor housing oriented
perpendicular to the rotational axis spaced by a 90° angle. The displacement
sensors have a measurement range of 1mm and are able to acquire data at a 25
kHz sample rate. A custom made titanium nut with a large cylindrical surface is
threaded onto the shaft as the measurement surface.

2.3. Whirl Characteristics of FRBT and BBT
In order to compare the whirl characteristics of the FRBT and BBT rotors, each
turbocharger was placed on the test stand and operated from 0 to 100,000 rpm
over approximately a two minute period. During this time, the data acquisition
system was used to continuously record the speed and rotor orbit of the
compressor end of the shaft. A speed sensor and eddy current displacement
sensors as described earlier were used to achieve the objectives. Combinations
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of turbocharger oil inlet temperature and pressure conditions of 25, 50, 100°C
and 2, 4, 6 bar pressure were used in this investigation.

For the following

experiments, the ball valve in line with the turbocharger compressor outlet was
partially closed in order to add back pressure to the system.

2.3.1. FRBT Whirl Characteristics
Figure 2.8 depicts the maximum whirl radius of the rotor motion as a function of
speed for the FRBT. The largest motion when considering both the FRBT and
BBT in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.13 occurred for the FRBT at 6 bar oil inlet
pressure at 100°C and at a speed of 21.7 krpm which resulted in a value of 133.8
μm. Figure 2.8 and all rotor motion results presented hereafter are normalized to
this value.

The rotor speed and motion were recorded continuously during

operation from 0 to 100,000 rpm. This information was later post-processed by
segmenting it into 1000 data sets and each processed individually. The speed
for each of the 1000 data sets was determined by calculating the average of the
speed values for each set. The maximum whirl radius was measured using an
algorithm that encloses an ellipse around all of the data within a set. The area of
the ellipse is minimized while enclosing the data.

The algorithm solves an

optimization problem in which the log(det(A)) is minimized such that (𝑋 − 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴 ∗
(𝑋 − 𝑐) ≤ 1 where A is a matrix which contains geometric information about the
ellipse such as the major and minor radii and orientation, X is the vector
containing the coordinates of a data point, and c is the vector containing the
coordinates of the center of the ellipse. The solver for the optimization problem
is based on the Khachiyan Algorithm. The radii of the ellipse were determined by
taking the singular value decomposition of matrix A.

The major radius was

paired with the average speed of its respective data set. This was done for all
1000 data sets making up a single test. This method of determining the radius of
motion will be referred to as the ellipse method. It was used as an alternative
method to determine the physical amplitude of rotor motion as compared to using
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the FFT of the time signals. The results from the ellipse method were compared
to that of the FFT magnitudes of the waterfall plots for Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.14
later in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and the results correlated well.

Figure 2.8: Normalized maximum radius of rotor motion over the range of
operating speeds for the FRBT.

The results shown in Figure 2.8 are the average of three tests conducted for
each condition. The results indicate that the maximum whirl radius was achieved
around 20 krpm and does not fluctuate far from this value as the speed is
increased to 100 krpm.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the waterfall plot of the FRBT at 4 bar oil pressure at 100°C.
The waterfall plot is an accumulation of FFT’s and was used to determine how
much of the total radial amplitude of motion was due to each frequency.
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Figure 2.9: 3D waterfall plot of FRBT under the conditions of 4 bar oil inlet
pressure at 100°C.

As shown in Figure 2.9 the whirl motion of the rotor was dominated by
subsynchronous frequencies within the floating ring bearing system.

The

maximum subsynchronous amplitude was 2.2 times larger than that of the
maximum synchronous which is in agreement with predictions of San Andres et
al. [8]. The synchronous motion is shown by the x1 diagonal line which has a
one to one correlation between the rotor speed and the frequency of the FFT.
Note the jump in radius at roughly 60 krpm in Figure 2.8 for all cases. The
reason for this can be seen in Figure 2.9 where there was also an instantaneous
jump from Sub 1 to Sub 2. This jump in frequency is consistent with predictions
described by Schweizer [9] for floating ring bearings. Schweizer [9] developed a
theory describing the transition through subsynchronous motions during the runup. The bearing on each side of the rotor may become unstable and lead to oil
whirl and whip at various frequencies which then excite modes of the rotorbearing system. Sub 1 is the case in which the oil whirl and whip in the inner
fluid film excites the conical forward mode. Sub 2 is the condition in which the oil
whirl and whip in the inner fluid film excites the cylindrical forward mode. These
modes are illustrated in Figure 2.10. For both cases Sub 1 and Sub 2, the outer
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fluid film acts as a damper. The effective hydrodynamic angular velocity in the
inner fluid film is higher than that of the outer when stable; therefore, the inner
fluid film typically is the first to become unstable.

Figure 2.10: Modes of vibration.

These experimental results are also consistent with the analytical results found
by Tian et al. [38] in which a numerical simulation was developed to predict the
nonlinear response of the rotor-bearing system during run-up. A case study was
conducted in order to determine the effect of the outer clearance of the floating
ring bearings on the rotordynamic characteristics. The results presented were
divided into different ranges of outer clearances, and the geometry of the bearing
under investigation here fell under the range of 34-39 μm. The nonlinear jumps
were described for this range of outer clearances to follow the sequence of Sub 1
to Sub 2 and at higher speeds reach total instability. This investigation observed
the jump from Sub 1 to Sub 2, but was unable to operate the turbocharger at high
enough speeds to observe total instability. The mode shapes of Sub 1 and Sub
2 are the same as described by Schweizer [9]. The simulations were also able to
predict the motion of the turbine end based on these modes. During Sub 2, the
motions were predicted to be significantly smaller than those on the compressor
end.
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To verify the sequence in which modes occurred during run-up for the
turbocharger under investigation, a modal analysis of the rotor geometry was
conducted in a finite element software with linear springs being applied at the
locations of the FRBs. The results indicated the first and second modes are the
conical and cylindrical modes respectively. This is consistent with the findings of
Schweizer [9] and Tian et al. [38].

Tian et al. [38] does both a linear and

nonlinear analysis of the FRBs with the results from the analyses indicating the
same sequence of modes; therefore a linear analysis can accurately predict the
sequence.
As described earlier and illustrated in Figure 2.9 by the x1 diagonal, the speed of
the rotor and the frequency of the synchronous motion were equivalent at all
operating speeds. The frequency of Sub 1 at a rotor speed of 20 krpm was 184
Hz which is 55% of the synchronous frequency. As the speed was increased to
59 krpm just prior to transition to Sub 2, the Sub 1 frequency was 256 Hz which
was 26% of the synchronous frequency. The variation from 55% to 26% as the
rotor speed was increased from 20 to 59 krpm shows there is not a direct
correlation between the rotor speed and the frequency of Sub 1 in terms of a
single percentage value. However, the frequency of Sub 1 linearly increased
with rotor speed by:
𝑓1 = 1.9𝑆 + 146

(2.1)

where 𝑆 was the rotor speed in krpm and 𝑓1 was the frequency of Sub 1.
Equation (2.1) was only valid in the speed range from 20 to 60 krpm because at
60 krpm Sub 1 transitioned to Sub 2. Though it has been shown that there was
not a constant percentage comparing the frequency of Sub 1 to the rotor speed,
the frequency of Sub 1 has been speculated to occur at speeds of roughly 50%
of the floating ring rotational speed [8].
A similar trend occurred for Sub 2 as did for Sub 1. At 61 krpm the frequency of
Sub 2 was 36% of the synchronous frequency, and at 100 krpm the frequency of
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Sub 2 was 28% of the synchronous frequency.

This results in a linear

relationship of the form:
𝑓2 = 2.5𝑆 + 216

(2.2)

where 𝑓2 is the frequency of Sub 2. Equation (2.2) is valid between 60 and 100
krpm. Again there was not a constant percentage comparing the frequency of
Sub 2 to the rotor speed, but the frequency of Sub 2 has been speculated to
occur at speeds 50% of the floating ring speed plus the shaft speed [8].
Please note that in Figure 2.8, the normalized absolute maximum radius
increased from 0.75 to 1 as the oil inlet pressure was increased from 2 to 6 bar.
This pressure increase also pushed the jump from Sub 1 to Sub 2 towards higher
frequencies. The jump occurred for the 2 bar pressure and 25°C case at 65
krpm whereas for the 6 bar pressure and 25°C case occurred at 90 krpm. This
change in frequency response based on lubricant feed pressure is predicted by
the numerical simulations of Zhang et al. [39] in which the feed pressure was
incorporated into the simulations as a static load acting on the floating rings. It
was concluded that the lubricant feed pressure could increase damping effects of
the outer fluid film that lead to the inner fluid film instability to appear at higher
speeds which is consistent with what is seen here.
The peaks of the motion and the point of transition from Sub 1 to Sub 2 are also
affected by the oil temperature. The peaks and transition points occurred at
lower rotor speeds with an increase in oil temperature.

The change in oil

viscosity with increasing temperature caused the rotor-bearing stiffness and
damping to decrease therefore changing the frequency response. However, the
oil temperature had a little effect on the amplitude of rotor motion.
The motion of the rotor can be seen in Figure 2.11 where it transitioned from Sub
1 at 59 krpm to Sub 2 at 61 krpm. Figure 2.11 is equivalent to tracing the rotor
motion while looking into the compressor housing inlet in Figure 2.7.
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The motions in Figure 2.11 were a combination of the synchronous and
subsynchronous motion. The large loop in Figure 2.11(a) was a result of the Sub
1 conical mode shape which occurred at 256 Hz whereas the smaller loops were
a result of the synchronous motion which occurred at 983 Hz. The ratio of the
synchronous frequency to the Sub 1 frequency was 3.8.

Similarly in Figure

2.11(c), the Sub 2 cylindrical mode operated at a frequency of 366 Hz whereas
the frequency of the synchronous motion was 1017 Hz which lead to a ratio of
2.8.

Figure 2.11: FRBT rotor motion comparing Sub1 and Sub 2 for 4 bar oil inlet
pressure at 100°C.

For integer ratios of synchronous to subsynchronous frequencies, the path of the
motion will retrace itself as seen in Figure 2.12 for various ratios. The motion
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shown in Figure 2.12(b) and (c) are similar because both have a ratio of 3. The
difference is that the subsynchronous motion in Figure 2.12(b) was caused by
the conical mode whereas the subsynchronous motion in Figure 2.12(c) was
caused by the cylindrical mode.

Figure 2.12: FRBT rotor motion illustrating when the synchronous frequency was
an integer multiple of the subsynchronous frequency under the conditions of 4
bar oil inlet pressure at 100°C.

In Figure 2.9, the synchronous motion had a normalized amplitude of 0.15 and
Sub 1 had a normalized amplitude of 0.35 at 59 krpm with a summation of these
two being 0.5. This was approximately the same as the normalized horizontal
amplitude of 0.58 as seen in Figure 2.11(b). At 61 krpm, the synchronous motion
had a normalized amplitude of 0.16 and Sub 2 had a normalized amplitude of
0.44 with a summation of these two being 0.6. This was approximately the same
as the normalized horizontal amplitude of 0.64 as seen in Figure 2.11(d). This
comparison shows that the ellipse method of determining the radius of motion
correlates well with that of results from the FFT of the time signal.

As an

example of how the ellipse method was used, a data set similar to that seen in
Figure 2.11(b) and (d) was taken and the algorithm fit an ellipse which enclosed
the data. The maximum radius of this ellipse and the corresponding rotor speed
was used as a single data point in Figure 2.8.
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Notice the motion is larger in Figure 2.11(d) than (b) which is the cause for the
jump in radius in Figure 2.8 at roughly 60 krpm. The radius of motion jumps as
the subsynchronous motion transitions from Sub 1 to Sub 2 Also, synchronous,
Sub 1, and Sub 2 motions all rotated in a clockwise manner when viewed in
Figure 2.11(a) and (c).

2.3.2. BBT Whirl Characteristics
The data acquisition and post-processing procedure was the same for the BBT
as that of the FRBT. Figure 2.13 illustrates the normalized maximum radius of
motion for the BBT as a function of the rotational speed.

The radius is

normalized to the maximum value obtained during operation of the FRBT under
conditions of 6 bar oil pressure at 100°C. As can be seen, the response of the
BBT supported turbocharger is significantly different than that of the FRBT.

Figure 2.13: Normalized maximum radius of rotor motion over the range of
operating speeds for the BBT.

One similar aspect between the two turbochargers was the peaks of motion
shifted to the left with increasing oil temperature. This was because oil viscosity
is a function of temperature. Variation of the oil inlet temperature alters the
damping and stiffness of the bearing support system.
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The peak amplitudes of rotor motion for the BBT were a result of vibrational
modes of the synchronous motion. To verify, a 3D CAD rotor-bearing system of
the BBT was developed in a finite element software. A modal analysis was
conducted to determine the frequencies at which modes would occur for a single
case modeling the 4 bar pressure and 100°C conditions.

A linear bearing

stiffness of 45,000 N/mm was chosen to simplify the ball bearing and squeeze
film damper system.

This stiffness was applied to both of the inner races.

Similar to findings by Kelly [19], the first flexural mode which was predicted by
the modal analysis to occur at 190 krpm that is well beyond the operating range
of the turbocharger. Two non-flexural modes were predicted to occur at 42.42
krpm and 57.60 krpm.

This was consistent with the results found in Figure

2.13(b) with an oil inlet pressure of 4 bar and temperature of 100°C. Two peaks
occurred at 42.43 krpm and 57.73 krpm resulting in a negligible difference
between the analytical and experimental results.
Figure 2.14 depicts the most significant difference between the FRBT and BBT
was the lack of subsynchronous response.

Figure 2.14: 3D waterfall plot of BBT under the conditions of 4 bar oil inlet
pressure at 100°C.
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The maximum amplitude of subsynchronous response occurred at 39.5 krpm
with a normalized radial amplitude of 0.18.

The normalized amplitude of

synchronous motion at the same rotational speed was 0.29.

Therefore the

maximum subsynchronous amplitude was 62% of the synchronous.

The

summation of the two amplitudes was 0.47 which was approximately the same
as the amplitude of 0.48 shown in Figure 2.13(b) for the 100°C case at 39.5
krpm. This comparison again shows the applicability of the ellipse method that
was used to measure the radius of motion. This subsynchronous motion was
due to the predicted mode of the rotor at this speed.

The other noticeable

subsynchronous motion occurred at 58 krpm which was the speed of the second
mode. Other than at speeds near the predicted modes, the synchronous motion
dominated the spectrum. The x2 multiplier of the synchronous frequency was
barely visible, but it was of negligible value. Figure 2.15 shows that due to the
lack of subsynchronous motion, the orbit of rotation was nearly circular in nature.

Figure 2.15: BBT rotor motion at 50 krpm under the conditions of 4 bar oil inlet
pressure at 100°C.
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2.3.3. Comparison of Whirl Magnitudes
The BBT has been shown to be significantly more rigid than the FRBT. Table 2.1
lists the normalized absolute maximum radius for both turbochargers under all
conditions. These values were taken from the data of Figure 2.8 and Figure
2.13. The BBT had a lower radius of motion for each case. The maximum radii
for all conditions were averaged for both turbochargers.

The FRBT had an

average maximum radius of 0.84 whereas the BBT average was 0.45 resulting in
an average decrease in radius for the BBT of 47%. The waterfall plot revealed
that there was minimal subsynchronous motion present in the system in contrast
to the FRBT in which subsynchronous motion dominated the entire spectrum.
Subsynchronous motion may not be detrimental to the system, but it could add
undesired vibrations or acoustic issues as explained by Schweizer [9]. Using
angular contact ball bearings to support the rotor will lead to a more predictable
and efficient system.

Table 2.1: Normalized absolute maximum radius of motion for the various
operating conditions.

25°C
2 Bar 50°C
100°C
25°C
4 Bar 50°C
100°C
25°C
6 Bar 50°C
100°C
Average

FRBT

BBT

% Reduction

0.74
0.75
0.72
0.80
0.81
0.90
0.95
0.91
1.00
0.84

0.41
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.54
0.41
0.39
0.66
0.45

44.8
48.0
43.8
49.5
49.2
39.9
57.0
57.0
34.4
47.0
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2.4. Comparison of Bearing Frictional Losses
The deceleration responses of the FRBT and BBT were recorded to compare
bearing frictional losses. Each turbocharger was run up to full speed of 100
krpm.

The ball valve which applied the back pressure to the turbocharger

compressor was fully opened therefore not applying any resistive torque to the
system. Then the ball valve controlling the compressed air supply to the turbine
was quickly closed. The response was then measured by recording the speed
versus time. The same as the whirl measurements, three runs were logged for
each operating condition with the average of the three runs shown in Figure
2.16(a). A speed range of 70 to 4 krpm was selected for comparison. 4 krpm
was chosen as the cutoff speed due to the fact that the speed sensors did not
function below this speed. 70 krpm was chosen as the starting speed in order to
eliminate any residual effects of closing off the air supply. By this point, the rotor
was spinning freely with no remaining pressurized air supply.

Figure 2.16: Deceleration response of FRBT and BBT.

The nine possible operating conditions were conducted for both turbochargers.
Figure 2.16(a) illustrates the response during deceleration. The results displayed
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are for the FRBT with a 4 bar oil inlet pressure, however, these results are a
good representation of the typical response at all other temperature and
pressures. The general shape of the curve was the same for both turbochargers
under all conditions; the difference being the duration to reach 4 krpm.
Deceleration time increased with increasing oil temperature due to the reduction
in oil drag within the bearing. This trend occurred for both the BBT and FRBT.
Figure 2.16(b) illustrates the comparison between the two turbochargers with
operating conditions of 4 bar oil inlet pressure at 100°C. The BBT rotated 13.6%
longer under these conditions than the FRBT indicating less friction within the
bearing. Table 2.2 contains the deceleration times for both turbochargers and
percent increase in rotational times for the BBT for all combinations of operating
conditions. The BBT had an average increase of 14.1% over that of the FRBT.
Note the deceleration times generally decrease as more oil inlet pressure was
added to the system. This was because a larger flow of oil increased the drag
induced on the bearing.

Also, the amount of preload applied to the angular

contact ball bearings will affect the friction characteristics, but the preload has
been set by the manufacturer in order to maximize efficiency and was not
adjusted for this investigation. The BBT had a longer deceleration time for all
cases. This improvement increases the overall efficiency of the turbocharger and
reduces turbocharger lag.
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Table 2.2: Deceleration times (s) for both turbochargers to slow from 70 to 4
krpm and percent increase for the BBT for all combinations of operating
conditions.
FRBT (s)
25°C
4.60
2 Bar 50°C
5.26
100°C
6.20
25°C
4.55
4 Bar 50°C
5.63
100°C
6.30
25°C
4.35
5.10
6 Bar 50°C
100°C
6.17
Average
5.35

BBT (s)
5.02
6.52
7.38
4.75
6.41
7.16
4.58
6.27
6.89
6.11

% Increase
9.0
23.8
19.0
4.3
13.8
13.6
5.4
23.0
11.7
14.1

2.5. Turbocharger Ball Bearing Cage Temperature Measurement
Bearings play a critical role in rotating mechanical systems. Failure of a bearing
could result in huge losses in efficiency and harmful conditions. This makes the
condition monitoring of these bearings vital in order to avoid such failures. One
of the most vital conditions to monitor is bearing temperature. Thermocouples
have been used to monitor housing temperatures.

These, however, show a

damped response to sudden changes in bearing temperature. Cage temperature
sensors operating in the RF band have been shown to effectively monitor
transient bearing temperatures accurately. Some of the earliest work was done
by Nickel and Sadeghi [40] and Joshi et al. [41], but the sensors required
complex circuitry and also relied on a battery source. Kovacs [42] simplified the
circuitry and allowed bearings to be monitored while detecting changes in
operating conditions. This technology was then utilized by Ashtekar et al. [43] to
monitor temperature differences due to a rotating imbalance. Cage temperature
sensors have mostly been tested at relatively low speeds.

Due to the

increasingly demanding applications that bearings are used in, it is important to
validate sensor technology under harsh conditions, such as those found in a
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turbocharger, which include oil flow, large vibrations, and large centrifugal forces.
This work presents the experimental validation of cage sensor technology in a
turbocharger at speeds up to 77,000 rpm.

2.5.1. Theory of Operation and Construction
One method for cage temperature detection is through application of an LC tank
circuit to the bearing cage as described by Kovacs [42]. A Murata U2J 1200 pF
temperature sensitive capacitor is epoxied to the bearing cage using thermal glue
as seen in Figure 2.17.

The U2J model is used as it is known to change

capacitance monotonically with variations in temperature. A single wire loop that
acts as an inductor is placed in a machined groove along the circumference of
the cage and is connected in parallel with the capacitor. This LC tank circuit has
a temperature dependent resonant frequency of 𝑓 = 1⁄2𝜋√𝐿𝐶 . The resonant
frequency of the cage circuit will change with bearing temperature due to the
change in capacitance. A receiver coil of equal dimensions to the LC circuit is
held approximately 1 mm axially displaced from the bearing cage. A frequency
sweep centered on the resonant frequency of the cage circuit is fed to the
receiver coil from a function generator. The AC magnetic field produced by the
current of the receiver coil is picked up by the cage circuit. At resonance, there
will be maximum power transfer from the receiver coil to the cage circuit. This
can be observed on a spectrum analyzer as a dip in signal amplitude. Earlier
designs as those used by Ashtekar et al. [43] maintained the frequency of the
function generator at a constant frequency while monitoring the change in the
signal amplitude with temperature.

This method is prone to error as the

amplitude can vary based on the coupling between the two inductor coils and not
just temperature.

The frequency sweep as done here allows the resonant

frequency to be tracked as it changes with temperature.
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The cage of the angular contact ball bearing cartridge used in the turbocharger is
made of a thermoplastic called polyetheretherketone (PEEK) which has
exceptional material properties in terms of strength and thermal properties.
Figure 2.17 shows the construction of the sensor components and placement in
the bearing cartridge.
The temperature of the air that is being compressed by the turbocharger
increases significantly creating a temperature gradient across the turbocharger
from higher temperatures on the compressor side to lower temperatures on the
turbine side. To monitor this, thermocouples were attached at various locations
on the turbocharger, and the oil temperature is measured in line with the oil at the
inlet and outlets of the turbocharger. An additional thermocouple was placed in
the interior of the turbocharger attached to the outer race of the bearing cartridge
near the cage temperature sensor.

Figure 2.17: Cross section of the bearing cartridge highlighting the modified
cage and stationary interrogator.

A calibration curve is necessary to convert the resonant frequency of the LC
circuit to the temperature of the cage. To do this, the bearing cartridge outfitted
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with the sensor components was installed in the turbocharger, and temperature
controlled oil was circulated through the turbocharger. The calibration curve can
be seen in Figure 2.18, resulting in a linear shift of 11.96 kHz/◦C.

Figure 2.18: Cage sensor calibration curve. Resonant frequency shifts 11.96
kHz/°C.

2.5.2. Dynamic Testing
In order to test the temperature of the cage during operation, the speed of the
turbocharger was increased in steps from 0 to 77,000 rpm over a 33 minute
period and then was reduced to 6,000 rpm for a period of 7 minutes to observe
the cooling down process as observed in Figure 2.19.

The sensor is quite

responsive to the change in temperature that occurs within the bearing. There is
a transition point at which the temperature in the bearing is more influenced by
the temperature increase of the compressed air than due to mechanical losses in
the bearing. Prior to 1,100 seconds, the temperature of the bearing outer race
and oil outlet temperatures follow the same trend with an increase in temperature
with each increment of speed. This indicates heating of the oil due to mechanical
losses.

The sensor also indicates this trend with the largest increase in

temperature when the turbocharger was sped up from 8,000 to 20,000 rpm at
around 400 seconds. The temperature on the cage is generally higher than that
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of the surrounding oil and outer race due to the sliding contact that occurs
between the balls and the cage. After 1,100 seconds, the oil outlet temperature
increases due to the general heating caused by the rise in temperature of the
turbocharger compressed air.
Overall, the temperature of the cage does not significantly rise above the
temperature of its near surroundings. This is due to the fact the cage is a PEEK
material and not metallic. The thermal conductivity of steel is forty times larger
than that of PEEK and the specific heat capacity is four times smaller.

Figure 2.19: Temperature at various locations of the turbocharger with the
corresponding speed.
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2.6. Axial Force Measurements
Forces act on the turbine and compressor wheels within their respective
housings due to aerodynamic effects. The turbine wheel on one end of the rotor
is subjected to high pressure exhaust gases while the compressor wheel
observes a pressure gradient due to the centrifugal compressor.

These

aerodynamic forces are applied to the rotor and are therefore transmitted to the
bearing cartridge.
Experiments were conducted to measure the axial forces in both the turbine and
compressor directions for various operating conditions. Forces were measured
with custom sensors utilizing strain gages mounted on cantilever beams that
were placed within the turbocharger.

Various settings of the turbine and

compressor were operated in order to examine the bounding limits of forces.

2.6.1. Sources of Axial Forces
Axial thrust forces are caused by two main factors, momentum forces produced
by changing direction of the air flow and also differences in pressures acting on
the compressor and turbine wheels. A description of these forces is given by
Nguyen-Schäfer [44] and is presented here. As can be seen in Figure 2.20, the
air flow enters the compressor wheel axially and exits radially creating a
momentum force, F1,C, because of the change in flow direction. The same type
of force occurs on the turbine, F1,T, as air enters radially and exits axially. The
dominating factor in axial force generation though is the variation in pressures.
Both P1 and P4 are at low or ambient pressures and act on the cross sectional
area of the compressor inlet and turbine outlet respectively shown as F2,C, and
F2,T. P2 and P3 are at high pressures which leak behind and act on the back
surface area of the compressor and turbine wheels respectively shown as F3,C,
and F3,T.
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Figure 2.20: Turbocharger air flow, pressures, and forces.

The high pressures, P2 and P3, vary based on operating conditions and
consequently also affect the magnitude and direction of the total axial force. P2 is
dependent on the operating location within the compressor map. P3 depends on
the location of the variable geometry of the turbine inlet.
This specific turbocharger has a variable geometry (VGT) which allows for the
adjustment of the turbocharger speed based on the exhaust air inlet conditions.
Some simple turbochargers do not have any form of adjustment for speed
control. Others have a wastegate which allows for exhaust air to bypass the
turbine wheel therefore reducing the speed. More complex turbochargers have
rotating vanes which alter the attack angle of the exhaust air onto the turbine
blades. The turbocharger under investigation here has a VGT that contains an
axial sliding nozzle which modifies the cross sectional area of the turbine air flow
prior to entering the turbine blades. The sliding action is illustrated in Figure
2.21. The gear is actuated by an electric motor (not shown) in order to control
the axial position of the nozzle. Figure 2.21(a) and (c) depict the nozzle in the
expanded cross sectional area position and (b) and (d) depict the reduced cross
sectional area with the nozzle extended. Pressure acting on turbine wheel varies
based on nozzle cross sectional area and air velocity.

The reduced cross

sectional area increases the velocity of the air entering the turbine blades
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therefore increasing the speed of the turbocharger. The increase in velocity also
reduces the air pressure. Therefore, the expanded cross section has a high
pressure condition whereas the reduced cross section has a low pressure
condition.

The pressure P3 is thus dependent on the position of the sliding

nozzle.

Figure 2.21: Pressure acting on turbine wheel due to variable geometry.

The pressure acting on the compressor wheel, P2, is determined by the operating
location within the compressor map. A typical compressor map is illustrated in
Figure 2.22 which depicts the pressure ratio as a function of air mass flow. The
heart is the area of highest operating efficiency. Above this, surge may occur
which is a region of unstable flow in which abrupt flow reversals occur. This may
also be referred to as stall. Choke is the region of least compressor efficiency
and maximum air flow. The horizontal lines are lines of constant speed with the
vertical lines being lines of efficiency gradients. P2 is maximum while operating
along the surge line and minimum at choke. For the turbocharger test rig, the
operating location within the map is determined by the position of the ball valve
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seen in Figure 2.2 which restricts air flow therefore allowing back pressure to
build within the compressor.

As the ball valve rotates towards the closed

position, the compressor approaches the surge line.

Figure 2.22: Typical compressor map.

The total axial force acting on the rotor is dominated by P2 and P3. Therefore the
position of the VGT and operating location within the compressor map were
varied during experimental testing to determine the axial forces under all
operating conditions.

2.6.2. Sensor Development
A cross section of the turbocharger can be seen in Figure 2.23. The outer race
of the bearing cartridge is constrained axially on the compressor end by a
component referred to as the clamp plate and on the turbine end by the main
housing.
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Figure 2.23: Turbocharger bearing cartridge axial constraints.

In order to measure the axial forces in the direction of the compressor, the clamp
plate was modified such that three cantilever beams support the axial load. The
modified clamp has the same overall dimensions as the original in an effort to not
disturb the system. The original and modified clamp plate designs can be seen
in Figure 2.24. The beams are triangular in design to create constant strain
along the length of the beam which reduces variation in results due to strain gage
placement on a beam.

Figure 2.24: Clamp plate design.
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Each of the beams was outfitted with a strain gage to measure the amount of
strain that occurs due to an applied load. The modified clamp plate was made in
two pieces such that the strain gages can be installed on the back side of the
beams. The installation and assembly process is illustrated in Figure 2.25.

Figure 2.25: Clamp plate strain gage installation and assembly.

Measuring forces in the direction of the turbine presented additional challenges.
The turbine side is less accessible as it is located at the bottom of the bore
therefore also having space limitations.

For these reasons, material was

removed from the main housing to allow for installation of another custom piece
to measure the forces in the turbine direction. Figure 2.26 shows the updated
configuration of the turbocharger cross section. The original clamp plate has
been replaced with the modified clamp plate. Material has been removed from
the main housing to allow for installation of the red turbine measurement piece.
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Figure 2.26: Modifications for axial force measurements.

The design of the turbine measurement piece can be seen in Figure 2.27. Again
three cantilever beams were used to measure the force, but because of the
space limitations, the beams are in the circumferential direction as opposed to
the radially inward facing beams of the modified clamp plate. The strain gages
were placed on the tops of the beams to measure the tensile strain. Slots were
machined in the measurement piece to facilitate routing of the strain gage wires.
A hole was drilled in the piece for alignment purposes. A slotted spring pin was
placed in the main housing at the bottom of the bore to orient the turbine
measurement piece with the alignment hole and to restrict it from rotating during
operation. During installation, the turbine measurement piece was slid down the
bore of the housing. The strain gage wires were routed through the oil drain
system.
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Figure 2.27: Turbine measurement piece.

Prior to installation, each beam was individually calibrated for the strain-force
relationship.

The sensors were placed beneath an arbor press with a force

transducer attached to the end of the arbor press. A load was applied to a beam
with the force transducer and the corresponding strain was recorded. This was
done for each beam. The calibrations are shown in Figure 2.28. Each colored
line represents one of the beams.

Figure 2.28: Calibration of the cantilever beams for the (a) compressor and (b)
turbine.
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Due to the configuration of the strain gages, the compressor gages measure the
compressive strain and the turbine gages measure the tensile strain. Note the
discrepancy of the green line for the turbine calibration.

This is due to a

manufacturing error which resulted in this beam being longer than the other two.
The increased length allowed for more strain to occur under equivalent loads.

2.6.3. Results and Discussion
The custom sensors were installed in the turbocharger for experimental testing.
The setting of the VGT and location within the compressor map were varied in
order to investigate the axial forces operating under different conditions. First,
the VGT was placed in the low pressure setting, and the turbocharger was
operated in the three regions within the compressor map. When referring to
surge, this indicates operation along the upper boundary line of the compressor
map, but not actually inducing the surge condition of flow reversal. The results
depicted in Figure 2.29 represent the total force as the summation of the three
beams. The turbocharger was at rest and then ramped to full speed. The initial
burst of pressure acting on the turbine wheel created approximately 90 N of
thrust in the direction of the turbine. This was not affected by the compressor
setting because upon initial startup, pressure had not been generated in the
compressor. Under steady state conditions, the maximum force continues to
increase with an increase in pressure ratio towards surge.
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Figure 2.29: Axial force measurements with the VGT in the low pressure setting
and the compressor operating in (a) choke (b) heart and (c) surge.

The position of the VGT was then changed to the high pressure setting with the
results depicted in Figure 2.30. Under the choke condition, the initial startup
created an axial thrust of 268 N in the direction of the turbine. For the heart and
surge conditions, the initial thrust was approximately 150 N. At steady state
under choke conditions, a force of 73 N results in the turbine direction. Upon
entering the heart of the compressor map, the resulting force reverses direction
towards the compressor with a magnitude of 53 N increasing to 94 N towards
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surge. Therefore depending on the operating conditions, the axial thrust can be
in the turbine or compressor direction.
Note in Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30 when the force is in the direction of the
compressor, a load appears to be transmitting to the turbine as well. This load is
not originating from the cartridge outer race. The signal in the loaded direction
contains a frequency component consistent with the shaft speed. The response
in the opposite direction is a static load with random noise. Figure 2.30(a) shows
that when the force is in the direction of the turbine, minimal response is reported
in the compressor direction. Figure 2.30(b) and (c) show that when the force is in
the direction of the compressor, a noticeable response is shown in the direction
of the turbine as well. The fact that the response in the direction of the
compressor is minimal in Figure 2.30(a) may be due to the beams being well
shielded up against the main housing. The beams of the turbine measurement
piece are unguarded and close to the operation of the inner race and cage. Oil
flow and pressure in the main housing may be acting on the beams causing a
response even without a load from the outer race.
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Figure 2.30: Axial force measurements with the VGT in the high pressure setting
and the compressor operating in (a) choke (b) heart and (c) surge.

The previous results presented the total force as the summation of the three
beams in each respective compressor and turbine directions. Decomposing the
total force into individual signals presents additional information about the
dynamics of the bearing cartridge. The response from the individual beams is
illustrated in Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.31(a) represents data taken from Figure

2.29(c) which is force in the direction of the compressor, and Figure 2.31(b)
represents data taken from Figure 2.30(a) which is force in the direction of the
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turbine. The mean response of each beam was shifted to zero for comparative
purposes. The plots reveal the signal from each beam is sinusoidal in nature
with a phase shift between the beams of 120°. Additionally, the frequency of
force fluctuation is equivalent to the rotor speed. This indicates a rocking motion
on the beams caused by a rotating imbalance.

Figure 2.31: Force response from individual beams in the direction of the (a)
compressor and (b) turbine.

The condition of surge was investigated to determine its effects on the axial
forces. Additional back pressure was added to the turbocharger compressor until
the boundary on the compressor map was crossed therefore entering surge. The
total force acting in the compressor direction is depicted in Figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.32: Force fluctuations during surge.

Extreme force fluctuations were caused by the reversal in air flow and produced
an audible beating noise. The amplitude of fluctuation was 100 N from the mean.
Surge should be avoided during engine operation as the forces can damage the
bearing system with the potential of failure to occur.

2.7. Conclusions
The first objective of this investigation was to critically examine the whirl and
frictional characteristics of two identical turbochargers, one rotor being supported
by floating ring bearings while the other being supported by ball bearings. To
achieve this objective, a high speed TTR was designed and developed to be able
to monitor the speed and whirl of the rotor. The TTR is able to reach speeds in
excess of 100,000 rpm being driven by an industrial sized compressor.
Described in detail were the different components of the TTR that allow the
turbocharger to operate in a manner similar to the actual operation on an engine.
The whirl of the rotor was recorded during operation from 0 to 100,000 rpm. The
data was post-processed to determine the absolute maximum radius of motion
over the full range of operating speeds. The ball bearings were shown to be
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significantly more rigid and stable as compared to the floating ring bearings. The
BBT was determined to have an average reduction in radial rotor motion of 47%.
The motion of the BBT consisted of mainly synchronous motion whereas the
FRBT was dominated by subsynchronous motion throughout the entire range of
speeds.
Run down times were recorded to compare bearing frictional losses. The BBT
had longer run down times for all combinations of oil inlet temperature and
pressures with an average percent increase 14.1%. This decrease in frictional
losses improves the overall efficiency of the turbocharger and enhances the
transient response of the rotor.
Application of a radio frequency ball bearing cage temperature telemeter was
demonstrated to withstand the harsh conditions in a turbocharger up to speeds of
77,000 rpm.

The sensor consists of a temperature sensitive capacitor with

parallel inductive coil along the circumference of a cage and shows a resonant
frequency shift of 11.96 kHz/°C. The sensor accurately monitors transient
bearing cage temperature due to mechanical losses and external heating.
Implementation of the sensor has been shown to be a viable option for condition
monitoring at high speeds in harsh conditions.
Custom sensors were developed in order to measure the axial force transmitted
through the bearings to the housing due to aerodynamic effects.

The force

originates from two main sources, momentum change and also pressure acting
on the surface area of the compressor and turbine wheels. The dominating force
is the high pressure acting on the backsides of the compressor and turbine. The
turbine pressure is dependent on the position of the VGT whereas the
compressor pressure is dependent on the operating location within the
compressor map. The sensors were developed with cantilever beams outfitted
with strain gages calibrated to determine the amount of applied load.
Experimental testing was conducted with the sensors positioned within the
turbocharger at the location of axial load application.

The magnitude and
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direction of the force, either compressor or turbine direction, was dependent on
the operating conditions of the VGT and compressor map. Typically the force
was found to act in the direction of the compressor due to the pressure acting on
the large cross sectional area of the compressor back face. However the force
was directed towards the turbine on initial startup and some choke conditions.
Additionally, the signal of the individual beams was analyzed and showed the
phase between each of the three beams was 120° indicating a rocking motion of
the bearing cartridge due to a rotating imbalance. This occurred in both the
compressor and turbine directions. Finally, the compressor pressure ratio was
increased until it crossed the surge line which resulted in large fluctuations in
axial forces due to the flow reversal of air.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF COUPLED ROTOR-BEARING
SYSTEMS

3.1. Introduction
In machinery, bearings are affixed to rotating shafts and housings. Therefore,
when considering bearing dynamics it is essential to consider the shaft as a
fundamental part of the rotating system. The shaft connects multiple bearings
and influences the motion of the inner races due to deflection and the bearing
interactions.

Rigid shafts and simplified models only allow the bearings to

support radial loads whereas flexibility and 3D formulation enables all motions to
be considered. This chapter presents a rotor-bearing dynamic model in which a
flexible shaft is supported by ball bearings and is coupled in such a way that all
six degrees-of-freedom of the shaft are transmitted to the inner races of the
supporting bearings with the reactions in return applied to the shaft. The model
presented utilizes the discrete element method (DEM) for ball bearing dynamics
and the explicit finite element method (EFEM) for the flexible shaft with the
pertinent details of these models given in this chapter.

The approach of

combining the models to develop an integrated bearing-shaft assembly model is
presented in detail. The combined model is then used to investigate the rotorbearing dynamics of two cases, a beam which is centrally loaded and also an
overhung load. The results indicate the importance of considering the effects a
flexible shaft has on bearing dynamics.
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3.2. Dynamic Bearing Model
The dynamic bearing model (DBM) is based on DEM in which each of the ball
bearing components are considered rigid bodies. When the rigid bodies come in
contact with one another, there occurs a small geometric overlap. The overlap
between the bodies is the amount of elastic deformation that occurs when the
bodies come in contact and is significantly smaller than the major dimensions of
the component.

The reaction forces between the contacting bodies are

calculated using Hertzian contact theory and the tangential forces are calculated
using a traction model. The total force and moment acting on each component of
the bearing is determined using the resulting normal and tangential forces, and
Newton’s Laws are used to find the translational and rotational accelerations of
each bearing element. The equations of motion are then integrated in time to
determine new positions and velocities.

A comprehensive description of the

model was presented by Saheta [27], however, for the sake of completeness,
pertinent topics will be discussed here.

3.2.1. Reference Frames
Figure 3.1 depicts the various bearing components. All bearing components (i.e.
inner race, balls, and cage) have six degrees of freedom, however, the outer
race in this investigation was assumed to be fixed. The translational motion is in
an inertial reference frame whereas the rotational motion is in a body-fixed frame.
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Figure 3.1: Required bearing dimensions for DBM.

Rotational motion is more conveniently handled in a body-fixed frame because
the moments of inertia of the body with respect to the body-fixed frame remain
constant and thus differentiating the angular velocities are easier to accomplish.
The body-fixed frame is fixed at the center of mass of each component and lies
in the direction of the principle axes. The transformation from the inertial frame
to the body-fixed frame is achieved using the 1, 2, 3 Euler angle sequence with
the angles being η, ξ, and λ. The transformation matrix is given by:
c 𝜉c 𝜆
−𝑐𝜉𝑠𝜆
𝑻=[
𝑠𝜉

c 𝜂𝑠𝜆 + 𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑐𝜆
𝑐𝜂𝑐𝜆 − 𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑠𝜆
−𝑠𝜂𝑐𝜉

𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑐𝜆
𝑠𝜂𝑐𝜆 + 𝑐𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑠𝜆]
𝑐𝜂𝑐𝜉

(3.1)

where c is the cosine function and s is the sine function.

3.2.2. Normal Contact Force
The normal force for a point contact between components in a ball bearing is
given by the Hertzian force-deflection relationship:
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𝑭𝑵 = 𝐾𝛿 3/2 𝒏

(3.2)

where 𝑭𝑵 is the normal reaction force vector, 𝐾 is the contact stiffness, and 𝛿 is
the amount of overlap between the bodies, and 𝒏 is the unit normal vector of the
contact.

The contact stiffness 𝐾 is obtained using methods described by

Hamrock et al. [45] given as:
⁄2

𝜋𝑘𝑒 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 2𝜁𝑅 1
𝐾=
(
)
9
ℑ3⁄2

(3.3)

The effective modulus of elasticity is given by:
𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

2
1 − 𝜐2
1 − 𝜐2
[( 𝐸 1 ) + ( 𝐸 2 )]
1

(3.4)

2

where 𝐸1 , 𝜐1 and 𝐸2 , 𝜐2 are the moduli of elasticity and Poisson’s ratios of
bodies 1 and 2, respectively. 𝑅 is a curvature sum of the two contacting bodies
given by:
1
1
1
=
+
𝑅 𝑅𝑥 𝑅𝑦

(3.5)

where 𝑅𝑥 and 𝑅𝑦 are given by:
1
1
1
=
+
𝑅𝑥 𝑅1𝑥 𝑅2𝑥

(3.6)

1
1
1
=
+
𝑅𝑦 𝑅1𝑦 𝑅2𝑦

(3.7)

The definition of the radii of the original bodies for the example of the contact
between the ball and outer race is shown in Figure 3.2. Convex surfaces are
considered as having positive radii of curvature whereas concaved surfaces are
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considered as having negative radii of curvature. The variables a and b in Figure
3.2 are the contact ellipse major and minor axes.

Figure 3.2: Radii of two bodies coming in contact and the resulting contact
ellipse.

𝑘𝑒 , ℑ, and 𝜁 can be calculated using an iterative methods, but for this study, the
approximations given by Hamrock et al. [45] were used:
𝑘𝑒 = 𝛼𝑟 2⁄𝜋
ℑ=

𝜋
+ 𝑞𝑎 ln 𝛼𝑟
2

𝜁 = 1+

𝑞𝑎
𝛼𝑟

(3.8)
(3.9)

(3.10)

where 𝛼𝑟 and 𝑞𝑎 are given by:
𝛼𝑟 =

𝑅𝑦
𝑅𝑥

(3.11)

𝑞𝑎 =

𝜋
−1
2

(3.12)
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3.2.3. Tangential Contact Force
Along with the normal force, a tangential force at the point of contact exists due
to frictional forces.

This tangential force is determined using the relative

tangential velocity and the normal force within a contact ellipse. An example of a
contact ellipse can be seen in Figure 3.2. In DBM, translational and rotational
velocities of each bearing component are monitored in inertial and body fixed
reference frames, respectively. To reduce the calculation of relative tangential
velocities within the contact, the relative translational and also rotational
velocities are transformed to a contact reference frame whose origin is located at
the center of the contact ellipse, as shown in Figure 3.3. The relative slip varies
according to location within the contact area. In this study, the length of the
minor axis is considered sufficiently narrow such that the variation in relative
velocity along the minor axis is negligible as described by Gupta [46,47].
However, the variation of slip along the major axis is considered.

Figure 3.3: Contact reference frame (Xc,Yc) of a contact ellipse between two
contacting bodies. An example of a contact ellipse is seen in Figure 3.2. The Xcaxis is along the major axis and the Yc-axis is along the minor axis of the contact
ellipse.

The velocity at the center of the contact, which consists of both translational and
rotational motion of the body is calculated for each of the two contacting bodies
and is defined by:
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𝒖𝒃 = 𝒗𝒃 + (𝝎𝒃 × 𝒓𝒃 )

(3.13)

where 𝒖𝒃 is the total velocity vector at the point of contact for the body, 𝒗𝒃 is the
translational velocity vector of the body, 𝝎𝒃 is the angular velocity vector of the
body, and 𝒓𝒃 is the vector locating the point of contact relative to the center of the
body. The difference between the two bodies velocity is:
𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒍 = 𝒖𝒃𝟏 − 𝒖𝒃𝟐

(3.14)

where 𝒖𝒃𝟏 and 𝒖𝒃𝟐 are the velocities of body 1 and 2 that are in contact and 𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒍
is in the inertial reference frame.

𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 is the relative velocity in the contact

reference frame and is obtained by using appropriate coordinate transformations.
This relative slip 𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 is assumed constant across the entire contact ellipse.
Additional slip along the major axis may occur due to rotation about the normal Zc
axis. The contact area along the major axis is split into strips of area. The total
relative slip in each strip of area is the sum of the relative slip and the relative
angular spin about the contact center point as calculated by:
𝒖𝒔𝒍𝒊𝒑 = 𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 + 𝝎𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 × 𝒓𝒄

(3.15)

where 𝝎𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 is the relative angular spin of the two contacting bodies in the Xc-Yc
plane and 𝒓𝒄 is the vector connecting the center contact point with the center of
the strip of area. The relative slip velocity at all points within the strip is assumed
to be equal to the total relative slip velocity at the point on the major axis within
its respective strip of area. In order to reduce the required computational effort,
Heathcote slip was not considered in the current investigation as it requires
calculation of coordinate transformations for each point of slip considered within
the contact ellipse as compared to only once at the center of the contact as done
here.
The tangential force, 𝑑𝑓𝑠 , of each strip is given as:
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|𝑭𝑵 |
𝑑𝑓𝑠 = µ𝑠 (
) 𝑑𝑥
2𝑎

(3.16)

where 𝑑𝑥 is the width of the strip and µ𝑠 is the sliding friction coefficient which is a
function of the total relative slip velocity. This incremental tangential force is
used to compute both the spin resisting torque and the total tangential force
acting on the body. The variable coefficient of friction used here is the same as
that used by Weinzapfel and Sadeghi [31] which is calculated using the
Kragelskii [48] model:
µ𝑠 = (𝐴 + 𝐵|𝒖𝒔𝒍𝒊𝒑 |)𝑒 (−𝐶|𝒖𝒔𝒍𝒊𝒑 |) + 𝐷

(3.17)

The variables A, B, C, and D in Equation (3.17) were determined to be -0.036,
0.7118, 10.820, and 0.036 using the approach described by Gupta [26]. Figure
3.4 depicts the coefficient of friction as a function of slip velocity described by
Equation (3.17) using the coefficients given here.

Figure 3.4: Variable coefficient of friction.

In this study, the cage was also modeled as a rigid body. The geometry of the
cage pockets was chosen as spherical resulting in a ball guided cage. The
description of the coordinate frames and calculation of the normal force
deflection relationship apply to all components within the bearing, but the traction
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model for calculation of the tangential forces is implemented only for the ball/race
contacts and not the ball/cage contact. Tangential forces at the ball/cage contact
are calculated assuming a constant coefficient of friction with a value of 0.1.

3.2.4. Resulting Forces and Moments and the Integration Scheme
The total reaction forces and moments acting on each body are summed up in
the inertial and body-fixed frames respectively based on the force models
described above. The contact forces between two bodies are applied equally but
in opposite directions to one another. The translational and rotational equations
of motion are integrated using the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta integration scheme.
Each of the components new positions and velocities are calculated after each
time step and the procedure is repeated until the specified duration of the
simulation is reached.

3.3. Flexible Rotor Model
The flexible shaft in this study is modeled using EFEM with tetrahedral elements.
Details of the EFEM formulation can be found in Ashtekar and Sadeghi [32] in
which the EFEM approach was used to model a flexible cage in a ball bearing.
The internal elastic forces are calculated for each element. The accelerations,
velocities, and displacements of each node are determined by integrating the
equation of motion given by:
𝑚𝒙̈ = 𝑭𝒕 − 𝐶𝑑 𝒙̇

(3.18)

where 𝑚 is the mass attributed to the node, 𝒙̇ and 𝒙̈ are the velocity and
acceleration vectors for each node in three dimensions, 𝑭𝒕 is the force vector
acting on each node accounting for both the internal forces as well as any
external forces applied, and 𝐶𝑑 is the damping coefficient.
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3.4. Combining the Ball Bearing and Flexible Rotor Models
Figure 3.5 illustrates the flowchart of the overall combined explicit finite element
and discrete element methods. In this approach, first, the finite element mesh is
generated for the rotor geometry.

This geometry can be as simple as a

cylindrical shaft or as complex as a shaft with multiple disks etc. Any meshing
software can be used to generate the mesh for the rotor, however, in this
investigation, Abaqus commercial software was used.

The CAD file of the

geometry is imported into Abaqus and meshed using tetrahedral elements. The
corresponding nodal coordinates and element connectivity are then passed to
EFEM.

Figure 3.5: Flow of the combined model. During each time step, information is
transferred between the EFEM and DBM models. The simulation is done once
the total simulation time has reached a desired run time and no additional time
steps are needed.

The FE model of the rotor can be combined with as many bearings as necessary,
but for simplicity purposes and also full description of the model, two bearings
are used to support the rotor for this investigation. The locations of the bearings
on the shaft are arbitrary and are determined by the user.
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3.4.1. Shaft Rotation
Rotation of the shaft can be achieved by either applying a rotational boundary
condition or applying a torque.

The rotational boundary condition requires a

certain part of the structure to be modeled as being rigid with a group of slave
nodes rotating about a central node [49]. In order to maintain a fully flexible
shaft, a torque was applied in this analysis. This was accomplished by applying
tangential forces to nodes located on the circumference of the shaft creating
force couples. A feedback loop controls the speed of the shaft. A desired speed
profile is specified beginning from zero and following the chosen profile over the
simulation time. The angular velocity of the shaft is measured by calculating the
angular position of a node over several time steps. If the actual speed is greater
or less than the desired speed, the magnitude of the applied torque is adjusted
proportional to the difference between the desired and actual speed.

The

angular velocity of the shaft is applied to the inner race of each bearing. This
ensures the bodies are rotating at the same speed at all times.

3.4.2. Inner Race Orientation
The six degrees-of-freedom of the inner race in DBM are specified by the motion
of the nodes in the mesh at the cross sectional plane where the bearing is
located. A representative cross sectional plane is shown in Figure 3.6 with the
corresponding body-fixed reference frame that is common among both the mesh
and inner race.
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Figure 3.6: Cross section of the mesh where a bearing would be located
showing the body-fixed reference frame.

The 3D translational motion of the inner race is specified by the displacement of
the node along the neutral axis of the shaft (node 0 in Figure 3.6). The rotational
degrees-of-freedom of the inner race are specified based on the orientation of
the mesh cross section with respect to an inertial reference frame.

This is

achieved by calculating the three Euler angles needed to transform from the
inertial reference frame to the body-fixed reference frame that is shared by the
mesh cross section and the inner race. This is accomplished by solving the
system of nonlinear equations given by:
𝒓𝒃𝒇 = 𝑻𝒓𝒊

(3.19)

where 𝒓𝒃𝒇 is a vector in the mesh’s body-fixed reference frame chosen as the
unit vector along the Xbf-axis [1,0,0]T, 𝑻 is the matrix defined by Equation (3.1),
and 𝒓𝒊 is the unit normal vector to the mesh cross section in the inertial frame.
The mesh cross section is assumed to remain planar, and the unit normal vector
𝒓𝒊 is calculated by taking the cross product of the vectors in the inertial reference
frame connecting node 1 to 2 and 3 to 4. The rotation angle η is known as this is
the rotation of the shaft. The other two angles ξ and λ of the transformation
matrix are calculated by numerically solving the system of nonlinear equations in
Equation (3.19) using Newton’s method.

These three transformation angles
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couple the orientation of the mesh cross section with the inner race in DBM.
Therefore, all six degrees of freedom of the inner race are specified by the
motion of the nodes in the mesh.
No damping is applied in DBM, but there is damping in the EFEM. Because the
motion of the inner race is coupled with the mesh, its motion is damped by the
motion of the shaft. Damping in EFEM was specified using mass proportional
damping. The mass proportional damping coefficient was estimated by means of
an experimental modal analysis on a similar rotor as modeled here. A coefficient
of 100 sec-1 was obtained by means of the modal analysis procedure described
by Ashtekar and Sadeghi [32]. Additional bearing damping of 2.94 Ns/mm, as
specified by Fukata et al. [23], is divided among the nodes at the cross section
where each bearing is located.

3.4.3. Reaction Forces and Moments
The resulting translations/rotations of the inner race result in reaction
forces/moments within the bearing. The reactions forces in the three coordinate
directions are distributed among the nodes at the bearing cross section. The
reaction moments are applied by creating a moment about the body-fixed Ybf and
Zbf axes as shown in Figure 3.6. The total reaction moment is distributed among
the nodes by applying coupled forces to corresponding nodes of the cross
section above and below the Ybf-axis to counter the rotation about the Ybf-axis.
The same approach is done for rotation about the Z bf-axis with the nodes above
and below the Zbf-axis. This transfer of information between EFEM and DBM
occurs at each time step. The reaction moment about the Xbf-axis due to bearing
losses was negligible and therefore not applied to the shaft as torsional
deformations were not examined in the current investigation.
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3.4.4. Parallel Processing
The combined model is computationally intensive due to the density of the mesh
and a small time step. To address this, parallel processing utilizing OpenMP was
used to reduce the computational effort. A significant portion of computing effort
is spent to determine the internal elastic forces within each element. Instead of
processing each element individually on a single processor, the calculation of the
forces in each element was shared among multiple processors. This approach
drastically reduces the computational time required for each simulation. This
method was also used when integrating the equations of motion for each node.

3.5. Model Validation

3.5.1. Explicit Finite Element Method
Prior to combing EFEM and DBM, EFEM was tested for its accuracy to predict
rotordynamic characteristics.

Ashtekar and Sadeghi [32] verified this method

with modeling a static condition where a flexible bearing cage was pressed
against a rigid wall. Their results correlated well with those from the commercial
finite element software Abaqus Explicit. Rotor-bearing systems however are also
concerned with the vibrational characteristics of the system rather than just static
deflections. To further validate the model, a simply supported beam was rotated
at high speeds and allowed to pass through its first resonant bending frequency
which was excited by a single mass imbalance located at the midspan of the
rotor on the outer circumference. The motion at the center of the shaft was
compared to that from Abaqus Explicit.

Table 3.1 contains the operating

conditions which were used for both the EFEM and Abaqus simulations.
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Table 3.1: Operating conditions for the EFEM validation simulation.
Maximum Speed
Length
Diameter
Modulus of Elasticity
Density
Poisson's Ratio
Mass Proportional Damping Coefficient
Mass Imbalance

1800
200
5
210
7850
0.3
250
0.125

rad/s
mm
mm
GPa
kg/m3
1/s
g-mm

Figure 3.7 depicts the results obtained from EFEM and Abaqus are in good
agreement. In this analysis, the speed was gradually increased from 0 to 1800
rad/s which passes through the first bending mode of the shaft. The resonant
frequency obtained from the EFEM and Abaqus were 1720 and 1725 rad/s
respectively which is a 0.3% difference. The maximum displacement through the
resonant frequency was 52.6 and 53.9 µm for the Abaqus and EFEM simulations
respectively resulting in a 2.4% difference.

Figure 3.7: Displacement of the center of the rotor as it passes through the first
bending frequency comparing the results from EFEM with those from Abaqus.
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3.5.2. Dynamic Bearing Model
To further verify DBM, results from Mevel and Guyader [24] were compared to
those from DBM in the combined rotor-bearing model. Mevel and Guyader [24]
modeled a single ball bearing that was not connected to a shaft. The bearing
had a 20 μm radial clearance, was placed under a constant radial load, and
operated at 300 rpm.

These conditions exhibit the varying compliance (VC)

motion of the inner race.
The configuration of the rotor-bearing model used for verification was a shaft
supported on each end by a bearing. The bearing ball and race dimensions used
in DBM were the same as those used by Fukata et al. [23], Mevel and Guyader
[24], and Gupta et al. [33] and are given in Table 3.2. The dimensions and
material properties of the shaft used are given in Table 3.3 except that the
density was adjusted here such that the mass of the rotor would be equivalent to
that given by Fukata et al. [23]. The constant radial load used by Fukata et al.
[23] and Mevel and Guyader [24] was 58.8 N and was directly applied to the
inner race of the single bearing being examined. In this analysis, the load was
applied at the center of the shaft and was doubled such that the total load would
be equally supported by the two bearings.

Gravitational forces were not

considered. The resulting configuration is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Table 3.2: Ball bearing characteristics.
Number of Balls
8
Inner Race Radius
20.0468 mm
Inner Race Groove Radius
6.013 mm
Outer Race Radius
31.953 mm
Outer Race Groove Radius
6.310 mm
Bearing Damping
2.94 Ns/mm
Cage Pocket Radius
6.2 mm
Cage Inner Radius
23.0 mm
Cage Outer Radius
29.0 mm
Modulus of Elasticity
210 GPa
Density
7850 kg/m3
Poisson's Ratio
0.3

Table 3.3: Shaft dimensions and material properties.
Length
400 mm
Diameter
30 mm
Modulus of Elasticity
210 GPa
Density
7850 kg/m3
Poisson's Ratio
0.3
Mass Proportional Damping Coefficient 100 1/s

Figure 3.8: Finite element rotor supported on each end with DBM ball bearings.
Blue arrow indicates the applied load. The blue elements on top of the rotor
indicate compressive stresses whereas the red indicate tensile stresses.
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The displacements of the inner race in the horizontal Y and vertical Z directions
are shown in Figure 3.9(a) as presented by Mevel and Guyader [24]. Figure
3.9(b) illustrates the results from DBM in the combined rotor-bearing model
developed for this investigation and shows that it agrees well with Figure 3.9(a).
Figure 3.9(c) depicts the FFT of the horizontal and vertical displacement of the
inner race shown in Figure 3.9(b). The varying compliance frequency dominates
the spectrum, with the additional harmonics also shown, due to the low operating
speed and distance from any critical speeds.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of varying compliance motion at 300 rpm. (a) Motion of
the inner race from Mevel and Guyader [24]. (b) Motion of the inner race from
the combined model developed for this investigation. (c) Frequency spectrum of
the inner race motion from (b) showing the dominant VC vibration.

3.6. Results and Discussion

3.6.1. Mesh Density
The accuracy of a solution is a function of the mesh density; therefore the mesh
density was varied until a solution with minimal error was achieved while not
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requiring extensive computation time. The test condition was a simply supported
beam in Abaqus with no angular rotation but with a 3000 N load applied at the
center.

Table 3.3 lists the dimensions and material properties of the shaft.

Figure 3.10 shows the amount of displacement that occurred at the center of the
shaft as a function of the mesh density. A mesh density of 20,000 elements was
chosen resulting in an error of 3.4% as compared to the analytical solution of 479
μm of displacement. This shaft geometry and mesh density was used in the
results described in Section 3.5.2 and also for the simulations which follow.

Figure 3.10: Determination of the necessary mesh density.

3.6.2. Ball Bearing Boundary Condition
The following section describes the effects of the interactions between the
flexible shaft and ball bearing models. The combined rotor-bearing model was
developed such that the shaft was supported on each end by a ball bearing.
Conventional beam boundary conditions include simply supported, pinned-roller,
and fixed-fixed. As the ball bearing does not apply to any of these categories,
the shaft supported on each end by the ball bearing model that is presented here
will be referred to as DBM-DBM support. The bearing and shaft properties are
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given in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, and the shaft was rotated at 3000 rpm. A load
was gradually applied at the center of the shaft from 0 to 3000 N in the negative
Z direction; therefore this will be referred to as the centrally loaded case. The
normalized profile of the applied load is seen in Figure 3.11.

Two separate

simulations were conducted in which the diameter of the balls were varied
resulting in a radial clearance of -20 μm and an interference of +5 μm. Often
deep groove ball bearings are assembled with clearances, but interferences may
occur due to preload or thermal expansion of the bearing elements. Figure 3.8
illustrates the configuration of the combined system analyzed here.

Figure 3.11: Normalized profile of the load application.

The resulting displacements of the inner race (IR) center of mass are shown in
Figure 3.12 for the clearance and interference cases. The displacement in the Z
direction was almost identical for bearing 1 and 2 due to the symmetry of the
system.

At time zero, the IR interference case was in equilibrium with zero

displacement, but with an increase of the applied load, the IR began to move
downwards with growth in the elastic deformation of the Hertzian contacts
between the balls and races. The IR stabilized at a value of -5.8 μm under the
full applied load.

Alternatively, the IR with a clearance began with a
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displacement of -20 μm due to the initial clearance and ended with a final
displacement of approximately -32 μm with variation in this value due to VC. The
interference case had minimal VC motion (<10 nm) in the Z direction which was
not visible in Figure 3.12(b). The displacement of the IR in the X direction was
small with each bearing contracting towards the center of the shaft due to the
bending. The displacement was much smoother for the interference case due to
the precision associated with the interference fit.

A clearance results in a

reduced bearing stiffness allowing vibration and noise to occur. Interference
enhances bearing rigidity and increases running accuracy.

Figure 3.12: Displacement of the inner race (IR) center of mass in the Z and X
directions for bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2 (red). (a) and (c) -20 μm clearance.
(b) and (d) +5 μm interference.

Figure 3.13 shows the angle of inclination or tilt of the IRs due to the bending of
the shaft.

A small decrease in the angle of 2.9% was observed for the

interference case because of the larger rotational stiffness resisting the rotational
motion.
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Figure 3.13: Angle of tilt for the inner race (IR) of bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2
(red). (a) -20 μm clearance. (b) +5 μm interference.

The displacements and rotations of the IR consequently generated reaction
forces and moments to counteract these motions.

Figure 3.14 depicts the

reaction forces that were applied to the IR from the balls and outer race (OR) and
transferred to the shaft. The reaction force in the Z direction followed the same
profile as the applied load but was half the amplitude as the load was evenly
supported between the two bearings due to the symmetry of the system. The
reaction force in the X direction was positive for bearing 1 and negative for
bearing 2 resulting in a net compressive force on the shaft.

Additionally no

external load was applied in the X direction; therefore the reaction forces in this
direction were equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. The source of the
axial force will be further described at the end of this section.
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Figure 3.14: Reaction forces applied to the inner race (IR) in the Z and X
directions for bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2 (red). (a) and (c) -20 μm clearance.
(b) and (d) +5 μm interference.

Figure 3.15 illustrates the reaction moments that result for the interference and
clearance cases.

The interference case results in a much larger reaction

moment due to the larger rotational stiffness. This increase was the cause of the
reduced IR tilt shown in Figure 3.13(b) as compared to the clearance case.

Figure 3.15: Reaction moment applied to the inner race (IR) of bearing 1 (blue)
and bearing 2 (red). (a) -20 μm clearance. (b) +5 μm interference.
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Boundary conditions for beams commonly include simply supported and fixed
ends which are well defined and understood.

The classical simple support

constrains displacement but is free to tilt as no reaction moment is applied to the
beam. On the other hand, zero slope is enforced for a fixed boundary condition
resulting in a reaction moment linearly related to an applied load. As has been
shown, a ball bearing is a unique boundary condition in which neither the motion
is fully constrained nor is the reaction moment well defined. Both pinned and
fixed supports allow for zero displacement whereas a ball bearing will allow three
dimensional displacements due to play within the bearing or localized
deformations at point contacts between the balls and races. Additionally, the
reaction moment is nonlinear and dependent on the bearing geometry and the
six degrees-of-freedom of the IR.
For comparison, additional cases were simulated with interferences of +10 and
+20 μm. Figure 3.16 shows how the reaction moment increased nonlinearly with
the tilt of the IR. The gradual increase of load from 0 to 3000 N bends the shaft,
tilting the inner race, and generating a reaction moment in the bearing. The
higher values of interference resulted in larger reaction moments which
consequently resisted additional tilt of the IR. This can be seen by the fact that
under the full 3000 N load, the -20 μm clearance case tilted 0.187 degrees
whereas the +20 μm interference case only tilted 0.157 degrees.
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Figure 3.16: Reaction moment of the bearing based on the tilt angle of the inner
race.

The previous results have been the net force/moment acting on the IR. The
combined rotor-bearing model also allows examination of the effects on
individual balls. Figure 3.17 shows a polar plot in which the magnitude of the
normal force between a single ball and the IR is presented as a function of ball
angular position around the bearing. Zero degrees is along the positive Y axis
and 90 degrees is along the positive Z axis. The results are for when the total
load of 3000 N had been applied to the shaft. Due to the symmetry of the rotorbearing system, Figure 3.17 was representative of bearing 1 and 2. The results
demonstrate that with a -20 μm clearance, only the lower region of the bearing
supports the load.

This region was 120 degrees spanning from 210 to 330

degrees. Outside of this region, the ball loses contact with the IR and maintains
contact with the OR due to centrifugal forces. This region that supports the
applied load will be referred to as the loaded region of the bearing.
maximum force that occurred was 1200 N.

The
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Figure 3.17: Polar plot of the normal reaction force between an individual ball
and the inner race. -20 μm clearance (blue). +5 μm interference (red).

In contrast, with a +5 μm interference the ball maintains contact with the IR and
OR about the entire rotation of the bearing. This would not be the case with
some simplifying assumptions. With a pure radial load of 1500 N and assuming
only planar motion of the IR, the interference would be overcome. Note that in
Figure 3.12, the displacement of the IR in the Z direction was -5.8 μm which
exceeds the interference of +5 μm. Including six degrees-of-freedom for the IR,
as was done in the current model, the tilt of the IR allows the ball to maintain
contact with both races. Additionally, the maximum force that occurred was 1114
N which was less than that of the case with a clearance. Therefore under these
conditions, the interference distributes the load support over a larger angular
region reducing the maximum force that occurs.
Figure 3.18 shows the motion of a ball in bearing 1 in the X direction while the
ball rolls through the groove of the OR. The ball started along the positive Z axis
and returns to this point with each revolution of the cage.

In the case of

interference, the motion of the ball was sinusoidal, due to the tilt of the inner race,
with a frequency of one cage revolution. This was not the circumstance for the
motion of the ball with a clearance.

As described previously, a ball with
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clearance loses contact with the IR at which point it maintains contact with the
OR due to centrifugal forces. The motion of the ball was irregular through the
unloaded portion of the bearing as it was guided loosely by the cage and the
curvature of the OR groove.

Figure 3.18: Motion of ball in axial direction as it rolls through the groove of the
outer race (OR). -20 μm clearance (blue). +5 μm interference (red).

The normal reaction force presented in Figure 3.17 had both an axial and radial
component as illustrated in Figure 3.19 due to the tilt of the IR.

The radial

component Fr,b supports the applied load of 3000 N. The axial component F x,b
acts as a moment arm about the IR center of mass. There was a net force acting
on the IR in the X direction as seen in Figure 3.14(c) and (d) due to the fact this
axial component only occurs in the loaded region. If the IR had pure rotation and
no translation, the forces in the axial direction would create coupled moments
about the IR center of mass resulting in a zero net axial force acting on the IR.
That was not the case here as the IR both translated and rotated due to the
applied load on the shaft.
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Figure 3.19: Radial Fr,b and axial Fx,b force components from a single ball acting
on the tilted inner race.

3.6.3. Overhung Load
The position of bearing 1 was maintained on the end of the shaft while bearing 2
was relocated inward 100 mm to create an overhung portion of the shaft. The
shaft was operated at 1000 rpm at which point a load was smoothly applied from
0 to 4000 N with the same application profile as in Figure 3.11. Two separate
simulations were conducted as before, one with a radial clearance of -20 μm and
the other an interference of +5 μm.
Figure 3.20 depicts the resulting motion of the IR center of mass as the load was
applied.

The motions of bearings 1 and 2 were almost the same in the X

direction with the difference between bearings 1 and 2 being indistinguishable in
Figure 3.20(d). As the system was no longer symmetric, these results were
significantly different than those for the centrally loaded shaft. Here both IRs
displaced a maximum of 100 μm in the positive direction for the clearance case
and 53 μm for the interference case. Figure 3.20(c) also showed the presence of
VC motion in the axial direction for the case of a clearance.

This motion

occurred due to the tilt of the IR and the six degree-of-freedom bearing model
that was used. The stiffness in the axial direction fluctuated as the balls passed
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through the loaded region of the bearing. For the centrally loaded case, the axial
VC motion was not seen as the symmetry of the system negated it.

For

comparison, additional simulations were run with clearances of -15, -10, -5, and 0
μm. Table 3.4 presents the amplitude of the VC oscillations that were obtained
by taking the FFT of the axial motion data after the full load was applied. The
amplitude decreased nonlinearly with an increase in ball size due to the increase
in stiffness.

Figure 3.20: Displacement of the inner race (IR) center of mass in the Z and X
directions for bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2 (red) of the overhung shaft. (a) and
(c) -20 μm clearance. (b) and (d) +5 μm interference.
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Table 3.4: Amplitude of VC oscillations in the axial direction for the overhung
loaded shaft with various clearances in the bearing.
Clearance (μm) Amplitude (μm)
-20
1.639
-15
0.697
-10
0.247
-5
0.144
0
0.026
+5
0.007

The Z displacements for bearings 1 and 2 occurred in opposite directions due to
the application of the overhung load.

For the rotor-bearing system with a

clearance, bearings 1 and 2 initiated at displacements of ±20 μm. As the load
was applied, bearing 2 had a larger displacement because it supported more of
the applied load. This was illustrated in Figure 3.21(a) and (b) where the reaction
force in bearing 2 was four times larger than in bearing 1. Figure 3.21(c) and (d)
depict how the magnitude of reaction force in the X direction was smaller for the
bearings with clearances due to the larger compliancy. Also note the reaction
forces in the axial direction resulted in a tensile force being applied to the shaft
which was a reversal of the centrally loaded case.
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Figure 3.21: Reaction forces applied to the inner race (IR) in the Z and X
directions for bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2 (red) for the overhung shaft. (a) and
(c) -20 μm clearance. (b) and (d) +5 μm interference.

Table 3.5 provides a comparison of the displacements/angles and the reaction
forces/moments for both the clearance and interference cases under the full
applied load. Figure 3.22 illustrates the free body diagram for the given scenario
with the corresponding equilibrium equations given by:
+↑

∑ 𝐹𝑧 = 𝑅1 + 𝑅2 − 𝐹 = 0

+↻ ∑ 𝑀1 = 𝑀1 + 𝑀2 − 𝑅2 𝐿1 + 𝐹(𝐿1 + 𝐿2 ) = 0

(3.20)
(3.21)

where F is the applied load, R1, M1, and R2, M2 are the reaction forces and
moments from the bearings, and L1, L2 are the lengths of the shaft segments.
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This resulted in two equations with four unknowns R1, R2, M1, and M2 creating an
indeterminate problem.

Other methods cannot be used to solve for the

unknowns because the boundary conditions at the bearings are not plainly
defined and depend on all six degrees-of-freedom of the IR. This being said, the
combined rotor-bearing model presented here was able to solve for the
unknowns and satisfy Equations (3.20) and (3.21). It can be seen that the values
of the reaction forces R1 and R2 from Table 3.5 satisfy Equation (3.20). Inserting
the values of R1, R2, and M2 into Equation (3.21) for the clearance and
interference cases results in values of -3.971 and 2.394 Nm for M1, respectively,
which was approximately equal to the values of -3.985 and 2.382 Nm determined
from the simulations.

Table 3.5: Comparison of displacements/angles and reaction forces/moments
for both the clearance and interference cases for the overhung shaft under the
full applied load.

IR X (μm)
IR Z (μm)
FX (N)
FZ (N)
IR Tilt Angle (deg)
IR Moment (Nm)

-20 μm Clearance
+5 μm Interference
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing 1 Bearing 2
98.2
97.9
52.5
52.6
33.8
-59.3
11.1
-29.1
-172.0
172.0
-302.6
302.6
-1306.2
-0.113
-3.985

5306.2
0.279
-4.169

-1262.4
-0.112
2.382

5262.4
0.254
-23.674

Figure 3.22: Free body diagram of the overhung shaft with ball bearings as
boundary conditions at locations 1 and 2. F is the applied load with R 1, M1 and
R2, M2 being the reaction forces and moments from the bearings.
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Note that just by altering the size of the balls, the reaction moment at bearing 1
changed direction. Also note that even though the tilt of the IR was negative for
the clearance case, the reaction moment was also negative. Intuitively, it would
be expected that if the IR tilts in one direction, the reaction moment would be in
the opposite direction. This was not the case when also considering translational
motion of the IR. The tilt and reaction moment were both negative due to the fact
that the shaft displaced approximately 100 μm in the axial direction.
Figure 3.23 illustrates the motion of a ball in the OR groove when the full load
was applied to the shaft for the interference case. The initial position of the ball
was along the positive Z axis of the bearing. The ball maintained contact with the
IR and OR for the interference case which created the smooth sinusoidal motion
of the balls. The amplitude of motion was larger for bearing 2 than 1 because of
the larger tilt angle of the IR.

Figure 3.23: Motion of ball in axial direction as it rolls through the groove of the
outer race (OR). +5 μm interference. (a) Bearing 1. (b) Bearing 2.
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Figure 3.24 illustrates the clearance case. The ball passes through the loaded
region, and outside of that, it only maintains contact with the OR due to
centrifugal forces. The ball had abrupt motions as the cage and IR engaged the
ball into the loaded region. The ball motion also oscillated as it was pressed out
of the loaded region.

Figure 3.24: Motion of ball in axial direction as it rolls through the groove of the
outer race (OR). -20 μm clearance. (a) Bearing 1. (b) Bearing 2.

Figure 3.25 illustrates the orientation of the ball body-fixed reference frame.
Presented is the ball motion in a radial loaded bearing operating under the planar
assumption for the inner race. Figure 3.25(a) illustrates the view normal to the
OR from the perspective at the center of the bearing. The angle of the view
rotates with the cage such that the view remains normal to the OR surface.
Figure 3.25(b) is the view perpendicular to that of Figure 3.25(a).

Further

illustration of the view angles can be found in Figure 3.26. The ball maintained
motion along the centerline of the OR groove with rotation purely about the X bf
axis and no spin at the point of contact between the ball and OR.
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Figure 3.25: Orientation of the ball body-fixed reference frame (Xbf – red, Ybf –
green, Zbf – blue axes) assuming planar motion of the inner race. (a) View
normal to the outer race (OR) surface. (b) View perpendicular to (a).

Figure 3.26: Illustration of the view angles in (a) and (b) of Figure 3.25, Figure
3.27, and Figure 3.28.
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The results presented in Figure 3.25 only occur with the planar assumption of the
inner race. This is an unrealistic condition for any loading configuration of the
rotor-bearing system. For bearing 2 with interference, Figure 3.27 depicts the
orientation of the body-fixed reference frame of the ball, spin of the ball, and also
the magnitude of slip between the ball and OR when considering all six degreesof-freedom of the bearing components.

Figure 3.27(a) and (b) represent the

same views as those presented in Figure 3.25(a) and (b).

Figure 3.27(c)

illustrates the spin of the ball at the point of contact with the OR about the axis
normal to the point of contact, Zc, as defined in Figure 3.3 as 𝝎𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒄 . Figure
3.27(d) depicts the magnitude of slip in the Xc-Yc plane at the point of contact.

Figure 3.27: Bearing 2 with a +5 µm interference for the case of an overhung
load. (a) Orientation of the body-fixed reference frame (Xbf – red, Ybf – green, Zbf
– blue axes) from a view normal to the outer race (OR) surface. (b) View
perpendicular to (a). (c) Ball spin about the axis normal to contact plane defined
as 𝜔𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑐 in Figure 3.3. (d) Slip magnitude at the point of contact between the ball
and OR.
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Figure 3.27(a) illustrates the orientation of the body-fixed reference frame of the
ball as it rolls down the path through the groove of the OR. The ball spins about
the point of contact such that the Xbf axis remains perpendicular to the path of
motion.

At approximately 0.25 and 0.75 revolutions, the ball traveled in a

constant direction which resulted in no spin. At every half revolution, the ball
changed direction resulting in the maximum amount of spin. The magnitude of
spin was largest for each integer of revolution as the ball was changing directions
furthest from the centerline of 0 µm.
Figure 3.27(b) illustrates how the Xbf axis remains parallel with the surface of
contact throughout the rotation of the cage as the ball rolls up the sides of the
groove. Figure 3.27(d) shows the magnitude of slip between the ball and OR at
the point of contact. In contrast to the spin, the slip was smallest at each half
revolution of the cage. For the interference case, the slip was quite small in
magnitude.
Figure 3.28 depicts the data for the case of the clearance.

Figure 3.28(a)

demonstrates how the combined rotor-bearing model captures the variation of
the body-fixed frame orientation. The randomness was due to the spin and slip
of the ball through the unloaded portion of the bearing. The slip was minimal in
the loaded region from approximately 0.3 to 0.7 revolutions of the cage, but
outside of this, it was two orders of magnitude larger than the interference case.
The magnitude of spin was also largest in the unloaded region as the ball was
maneuvered by the cage.
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Figure 3.28: Bearing 2 with a -20 µm clearance for the case of an overhung load.
(a) Orientation of the body-fixed reference frame (Xbf – red, Ybf – green, Zbf – blue
axes) from a view normal to the outer race (OR) surface. (b) View perpendicular
to (a). (c) Ball spin about the axis normal to contact plane defined as 𝜔𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑐 in
Figure 3.3. (d) Slip magnitude at the point of contact between the ball and OR.

Figure 3.29 depicts the normal reaction force between the ball and IR in polar
form as the ball rotates around the bearing. Bearing 1 was loaded in the positive
Z direction (90 degrees) whereas bearing 2 was loaded in the negative Z
direction.

For the interference case, Table 3.5 indicates a displacement

magnitude greater than 10 μm for both bearing 1 and 2 in the Z direction which
would overcome the interference, but the axial motion of the shaft and the tilt of
the IR allowed the ball to remain loaded throughout the rotation of the cage.
Again, the interference case had a lower maximum reaction force of 3310 N as
compared to 3354 N for the clearance case.
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Figure 3.29: Polar plot of the normal reaction force between an individual ball
and the inner race (IR) for bearing 1 (blue) and bearing 2 (red) for the overhung
shaft. (a) -20 μm clearance. (b) +5 μm interference.

3.7. Conclusions
This chapter presents the development of a fully coupled dynamic rotor-bearing
model in which an explicit finite element shaft was combined with a discrete
element model of a ball bearing. All of the bearing elements including the inner
and outer races, balls, and cage had six degrees-of-freedom.

The normal

contact forces between the rigid elements were calculated using Hertzian contact
theory whereas tangential forces were determined using a traction model
dependent on the relative velocities at the point of contact between elements.
The equations of motion based on the resulting forces and moments acting on an
element were integrated using the fourth-order-Runge-Kutta algorithm to
determine subsequent positions and velocities.

The deformable shaft was

modeled using a full 3D elastic EFEM formulation. The bearing and flexible shaft
models were coupled in such a way that both translation and rotation of the shaft
were transmitted to the motion of the bearing inner race. The resulting reaction
forces and moments calculated in DBM are in turn applied to the nodes of the
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shaft. The combined rotor-bearing model was used to investigate the effects of
shaft deformation on ball bearing performance for a centrally loaded shaft and
also an overhung loaded shaft. Dynamic displacements and rotations of the
inner race were reported with the corresponding reaction forces and moments.
For the centrally loaded case, it was shown that the reaction moment from the
bearing as a function of the tilt angle of the inner race was nonlinear and varied
based on the bearing clearance. The overhung load case was demonstrated to
exhibit VC motion in the axial direction and the amplitude was expressed as a
function of bearing clearance. The results from the combined model were also
shown to satisfy the indeterminate equilibrium equations for the given free body
diagram for both the clearance and interference cases.

Additionally, it was

shown how an interference or clearance affect the motion of the ball center of
mass and also its spin and slip magnitude at the ball and outer race contact.
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CHAPTER 4. TURBOCHARGER ROTOR-CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

4.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the rotor-cartridge dynamics of the turbocharger system
modeled using a flexible rotor coupled with an advanced dynamic bearing
cartridge model. The turbocharger rotor under investigation is supported by an
angular contact ball bearing cartridge. The cartridge consists of a long cylindrical
outer ring with raceways on each end.

The dynamics of the rotor-cartridge

system were experimentally investigated with a high speed turbocharger test rig
as presented in Chapter 2. In order to predict turbocharger dynamics, a coupled
rotor-cartridge model was developed. The flexible rotor is modeled using EFEM.
The bearing cartridge dynamic model is based on DEM in which bearing
components have equations of motion for the six degrees-of-freedom. The rotor
is coupled with the inner races in such a way that all six degrees-of-freedom from
the rotor orient the inner raceways of the cartridge model, and the corresponding
reaction forces and moments from the bearings are applied to the rotor.
Simulations are conducted under equivalent operating conditions as those by the
experimental investigation.

The motion of the compressor end of the shaft

obtained with the model is compared to the experimental results. The bearing
cartridge model allows for an in depth understanding of the effects of rotor critical
speeds on bearing dynamics. The resulting reaction pressures between the balls
and outer raceways are compared for various operating conditions as the rotor
traverses critical speeds.

Furthermore, ball material properties are shown to

have a significant impact on the critical speeds and the corresponding bearing
reactions and contact angles.
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4.2. Rotor-Cartridge Model
The turbocharger rotor is supported by an angular contact ball bearing cartridge
specifically designed for high speed applications.

In order to predict the

dynamics of the turbocharger system, a coupled rotor-cartridge model was
developed. The description of a shaft supported by two separate deep groove
ball bearings is given in Chapter 3. The preceding model has been extended to
represent the turbocharger rotor-cartridge system that is under consideration.
Details of the model are described in the following subsections.

4.2.1. Cartridge Design
A cross section of the angular contact ball bearing cartridge is depicted in Figure
4.1. The cartridge contains a single outer ring with outer raceways on opposing
ends in a back to back configuration. The inner rings are split in the middle to
allow assembly.

Figure 4.1: Cartridge cross section.

The use of a common outer ring requires modification of the contact routine
between a ball and outer raceway. The centroid of the outer raceway is not
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located at the center of mass of the outer ring. An additional vector is needed to
locate the outer raceway centroid with respect to the outer ring center of mass.
The position of each outer raceway centroid is defined with respect to the center
of mass of the cartridge outer ring by vectors in the body fixed reference frame
as seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Outer ring cross section with vectors locating outer raceway
centroids in body fixed reference frame.

The position vectors are given as:
𝑏𝑓

𝒓𝑅𝑅1 = [−𝑒, 0,0]𝑇
𝑏𝑓

𝒓𝑅𝑅2 = [+𝑒, 0,0]𝑇

(4.1)
(4.2)

The position vector subscripts refer to the ring and raceway 1 and 2 and the
superscript refers to the body fixed frame. The value 𝑒 is the offset distance of
the outer raceways from the outer ring center of mass. Calculation of the outer
ring center of mass assumes symmetry therefore not considering the holes for
the oil drain, oil ports, and anti-rotation pin.
The position vectors are subsequently transformed to the inertial reference frame
using an inverse transformation. The transformation from the inertial frame to the
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body fixed frame is achieved using the 1, 2, 3 Euler angle sequence with the
angles being 𝜂, 𝜉, and 𝜆. The transformation matrix is given by:

𝐓

𝒊𝒃𝒇

c 𝜉c 𝜆
= [−𝑐𝜉𝑠𝜆
𝑠𝜉

c 𝜂𝑠𝜆 + 𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑐𝜆
𝑐𝜂𝑐𝜆 − 𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑠𝜆
−𝑠𝜂𝑐𝜉

𝑠𝜂𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑐𝜆
𝑠𝜂𝑐𝜆 + 𝑐𝜂𝑠𝜉𝑠𝜆 ]
𝑐𝜂𝑐𝜉

(4.3)

where c is the cosine function and 𝑠 is the sine function. Therefore the inverse or
transpose is used to transform from the body fixed frame to the inertial frame.
𝑏𝑓

𝒓𝑖𝑅𝑅1 = [T 𝑖𝑏𝑓 ]T 𝒓𝑅𝑅1

(4.4)

The previous equation and the following equations will be shown for raceway 1,
but the procedure is the same for raceway 2. The position vector of the outer
raceway is therefore defined as:
𝒓𝑖𝑅1 = 𝒓𝑖𝑅 + 𝒓𝑖𝑅𝑅1

(4.5)

Hereafter, the determination of the overlap and normal force between the ball
and outer raceway is consistent with that described by Saheta [27] utilizing the
race and azimuth reference frames with the tangential traction force determined
in a contact reference frame. The resulting normal and tangential force vectors
are added to the total force acting on the center of mass of the outer ring.
The moment acting on the outer ring from the ball contact is calculated as a
cross product of the position vector and the total force application. A vector
locating the point of contact from the outer ring is determined in the inertial
reference frame as seen in Figure 4.3.
𝒓𝑖𝑅𝑆 = 𝒓𝑖𝑅𝑅1 + 𝒓𝑖𝑅𝐵 + 𝒓𝑖𝐵𝑆

(4.6)

The subscript 𝑆 refers to the point of contact and subscript 𝐵 refers to the ball.
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Figure 4.3 : Outer ring cross section with vectors locating the point of contact
between ball and outer raceway in the inertial reference frame.

The vector 𝒓𝑖𝑅𝑆 is used to calculate the moments about the outer ring center of
mass due to the normal and tangential forces at the ball and outer raceway
contact.
𝑻𝒊𝑹 = 𝒓𝒊𝑹𝑺 × 𝑭𝒊𝒕𝒐𝒕

(4.7)

𝑻𝒊𝑹 is the resulting torque acting on the outer ring from a ball in the inertial frame
and 𝑭𝒊𝒕𝒐𝒕 is the summation of the normal and tangential force vectors in the
inertial frame. 𝑻𝒊𝑹 is furthermore transformed to the body fixed frame using the
transformation in Equation (4.3) for use in the rotational equations of motion.
𝑏𝑓

𝑻𝑅 = [T 𝑖𝑏𝑓 ]𝑻𝑖𝑅

(4.8)
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This procedure is followed for each ball in outer raceway 1 and 2 thus
determining the total force and moment acting on the outer ring from the ball
contacts.
The outer ring is initially considered as having six degrees-of-freedom.

The

𝑏𝑓

rotational degree-of-freedom about the 𝑥𝑅 axis is constrained due to an antirotation pin being inserted into the outer ring. Additionally, translation in the 𝑥 𝑖
direction is set to zero under the assumption it is constrained by the main
turbocharger housing.

Thus the remaining degrees-of-freedom include
𝑏𝑓

𝑏𝑓

translation in the 𝑦 𝑖 and 𝑧 𝑖 directions and rotation about the 𝑦𝑅 and 𝑧𝑅 axes.
These degrees-of-freedom are supported by squeeze film dampers.
The cages are single pieces machined from PEEK which is specifically used for
high speed applications because of its high strength and low density.
Formulation of the contact routine between a ball and cylindrical cage pocket is
described by Saheta [27]. Cylindrical pockets do not radially constrain the cage,
therefore requiring the cage to be guided by the outer ring. The short contact
width between the cage and ring shoulder leads to the cage-ring interaction
commonly being modeled using short journal bearing theory [50-52] as is done in
this investigation.
Ball bearings are known to have minimal inherent damping. Determining the
specific damping value for a bearing is difficult as it is typically lost in the
extraneous damping of the overall system.

An estimation of the damping

coefficient has been provided by Krämer [53] given as:
𝑁𝑠
𝐶𝑑 = (0.25 𝑡𝑜 2.5) × 10−2 × 𝑘 (
)
𝑚𝑚

(4.9)

where 𝑘 is the linearized stiffness of the bearing given in N/mm. The linear
stiffness of the bearing was determined using theoretical equations given by
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Gargiulo [54].

According to these methods, a value of 0.3 Ns/mm was

approximated and implemented in the proposed model.

4.2.2. Squeeze Film Damper
Additional bearing damping is not necessary for low speed applications, but at
high speeds, damping is essential as large displacements may occur while
traversing critical speeds. For this reason, the rotor cartridge is surrounded by
squeeze film dampers (SFD).

Two SFD’s are located on each half of the

cartridge as seen in Figure 4.1.
The SFD’s are modeled using the short bearing formulation.

The nonlinear

reaction forces from short SFD’s are presented by Gunter et al. [55] and Taylor
and Kumar [56]. Derivation of the SFD model begins with the Reynolds equation
for a constant viscosity incompressible fluid given in cylindrical coordinates [56]:
𝜕
𝜕𝑝
𝜕
𝜕𝑝
12𝜇𝑅 2
3
2
3
(𝐻
)+𝑅
(𝐻
)=
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃)
𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝐶3

(4.10)

where 𝐻 is the normalized film thickness defined by 𝐻 = 1 + 𝜀 cos(𝜃), 𝜀 = 𝑒/𝐶, 𝑒
is the eccentricity and 𝐶 is the radial clearance, 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝑅 is the radius
of the SFD, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 𝑉 is the magnitude of journal
velocity vector, and angles 𝛽 and 𝜃 are defined in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Kinematic variables.

Equation (4.10) can be simplified using the Ocvirk short bearing approximation
which assumes the pressure induced flow in the circumferential direction is
negligible and the pressure induced flow is only considered in the axial direction.
Therefore, the first term in Equation (4.10) is neglected and upon simplification
results in Equation (4.11).
𝜕 2 𝑝 12𝜇𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃)
=
𝜕𝑧 2
𝐶 3 (1 + 𝜀 cos(𝜃))3

(4.11)

The pressure distribution can be solved for by double integration of Equation
(4.11) and using the boundary condition of zero pressure at 𝑧 = ± 𝐿⁄2.
𝑝(𝜃, 𝑧) =

6𝜇𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃)
𝐿2
2
(𝑧
−
)
𝐶 3 (1 + 𝜀 cos(𝜃))3
4

(4.12)

Radial and tangential reaction forces, 𝐹𝑒 and 𝐹𝜙 , can be determined by axial and
circumferential integration of Equation (4.12):
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𝜃2

𝐿/2

𝐹𝑒 = 2 ∫ ∫
𝜃1

𝑅𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃

(4.13)

0

𝜃2

𝐿/2

𝐹𝜙 = 2 ∫ ∫
𝜃1

𝑅𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃

(4.14)

0

and upon completion of axial integration:
𝜇𝐿3 𝑉𝑅 𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
𝐹𝑒 = −
∫
𝑑𝜃
𝐶 3 𝜃1 (1 + 𝜀 cos(𝜃))3

(4.15)

𝜇𝐿3 𝑉𝑅 𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)
∫
𝑑𝜃
𝐶 3 𝜃1 (1 + 𝜀 cos(𝜃))3

(4.16)

𝐹𝜙 = −

The limits of integration, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 , are defined as 𝜋⁄2 before and after the
velocity vector:
𝜃1 =

𝜋
−𝛽
2

(4.17)

𝜃2 =

3𝜋
−𝛽
2

(4.18)

The 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽 + 𝜃) term in Equations (4.15) and (4.16) can be expanded with a
trigonometric identity.

Integration of Equations (4.15) and (4.16) can be

evaluated in closed form using the table of integrals developed by Booker [57].
Assuming pure circular motion with 𝛽 = 3𝜋⁄2, the integrated equations simplify
to:
𝐹𝑒 = −

2𝜇𝑅𝐿3 𝑉𝜀
𝐶 3 (1 − 𝜀 2 )2

𝜋𝜇𝑅𝐿3 𝑉
𝐹𝜙 = − 3
2𝐶 (1 − 𝜀 2 )3⁄2

(4.19)

(4.20)
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The reaction forces from the SFD’s are calculated with the corresponding
moments being taken about the outer ring center of mass. The SFD’s act in
parallel; therefore, the reactions are summed.
The squeeze film Reynolds number is given as:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝜔𝑐 2

(4.21)

𝜇

where 𝜌 is fluid mass density. Inertial forces are considered significant when
𝑅𝑒 > 1 [58]. The current system has a small radial clearance resulting in minimal
added mass contribution with 𝑅𝑒 ≪ 1.

Therefore fluid inertia effects were

neglected.

4.2.3. Coupled Rotor-Cartridge Model
Figure 4.5 illustrates the coupled rotor-cartridge model. The cylindrical rotor has
modified properties making it dynamically equivalent to the actual turbocharger
rotor. The material properties consist of an aluminum compressor, steel shaft,
and Inconel turbine. The density of a portion of the compressor and turbine was
increased in order to represent the additional mass of the blades.

Figure 4.5: Coupled rotor-cartridge model.
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The rotor material properties are given in Table 4.1 with a comparison of the
dynamic properties given in Table 4.2. The mode shapes were compared by
removing the outer ring and rolling elements and placing a spring of stiffness 1e5
N/mm at the location of the inner raceways.

Table 4.1: Rotor material properties.

Steel
Aluminum

Density
(kg/m3)
7850
2760

Modulus of
Elasticity (GPa)
210
74.5

Poisson's
Ratio
0.3
0.33

Modified Aluminum
Inconel
Modified Inconel

30000
7913
90000

74.5
203.4
203.4

0.33
0.32
0.32

Material

Table 4.2: Rotor dynamic properties.
Turbocharger Rotor Equivalent Rotor
Total Mass (kg)
0.807
0.809
Center of Mass (mm)
120.3
121.9
2
Mass Moment of Inertia (kg-mm )
2842
2810
Conical Mode (Hz)
849
866
Cylindrical Mode (Hz)
1111
1117

The approximate bearing dimensions are given in Table 4.3 with the material
properties given in Table 4.4. The inner and outer races are made of steel with
the balls made of silicon nitride and cages machined from PEEK.
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Table 4.3: Approximate bearing dimensions.
Component Diameter (mm)
Ball
4.76
Inner Race
15.72
Outer Race
25.28

Table 4.4: Bearing material properties.
Ball
Inner and Outer Race Cage
Material
Silicon Nitride
Steel
PEEK
3
Density (kg/m )
3200
7850
1410
Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)
320
210
7.58
Poisson's Ratio
0.3
0.3
0.4

The inner rings of the cartridge are press fit onto the shaft, therefore are
considered as part of the rotor and incorporated into the flexible rotor mesh.
Inner raceways are coupled to the shaft as described in Chapter 3.

The

orientation of each rigid inner raceway is defined by the cross section of the
mesh at the location of the inner raceway. The corresponding reaction forces
and moments acting on the inner raceway calculated in the cartridge bearing
model are in return applied to the rotor mesh thereby coupling the models.

4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Experimental and Analytical Results Corroboration
Experimental shaft motion results were recorded using displacement sensors
over the range of operating speeds. Nine different combinations of operating
conditions were tested consisting of oil inlet temperatures of 25, 50, and 100 °C,
and pressures of 2, 4, and 6 bar.
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SAE 5W-20 motor oil was circulated through the turbocharger. The temperature
and therefore also the viscosity of the oil was varied in order to observe its
influence on the performance of the SFD. Oil viscosity decreases nonlinearly
with an increase in temperature [45]. The viscosity-temperature relationship for
the given motor oil is shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Oil temperature and viscosity relationship.
Temperature (°C) Viscosity (cP)
25
85
50
31
100
7.9

The whirl radius of the compressor end of the shaft for both the experimental and
analytical results can be seen in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 illustrates the results for
the various temperatures at 4 bar oil inlet pressure. The effect of pressure on the
SFD was not considered in the current analytical investigation; therefore, the
nominal pressure of 4 bar was used for comparative purposes.

Figure 4.6: Radius of the compressor orbit.
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A linear modal analysis reveals the first two modes of the rotor are the conical
and cylindrical modes which will be the focus of the current analysis. The third
mode is the first bending mode. The turbocharger rotor is designed such that the
first bending mode is above the maximum operating speed as this mode can be
detrimental to the rotor-bearing system.
Note in Figure 4.6 the discrepancy in the experimental response due to the
temperature of the oil. The responses are similar for oil temperatures of 25 and
50 °C with small shift in the curve to lower speeds with the increase in
temperature. At 100 °C, a significantly different response occurs with two distinct
peaks at approximately 42 and 58 krpm. According to the linear modal analysis,
these peaks correspond to the conical and cylindrical modes, respectively.
The significant difference between the 100 °C response as compared to the
others leads to the assumption that the SFD is ineffective at higher temperatures.
The SFD model assumes π film cavitation which may not necessarily be the
case.

Zeidan et al. [59] state that SFD’s are prone to both vaporous and

gaseous cavitation and that the π film cavitation may account for vaporous
cavitation, but it fails in the case of gaseous cavitation. They also indicate that
gaseous cavitation may develop into a two phase mixture of oil and air when
operating at higher speeds, and the two phase mixture may cause a loss of
damping and even the potential for contact between the outer ring and housing.
For these reasons when modeling the rotor-cartridge system at 100 °C, each
SFD is replaced with linear spring and dashpot elements of values 5e4 N/mm
and 2.5 Ns/mm, respectively. For the 25 and 50 °C cases, the nonlinear SFD
formulation is used.
The coupled rotor-cartridge model was used to simulate the experimental results.
The value of 𝑒 in Equations (4.1) and (4.2) was set such that the axial preload
resulted in 50 N. The speed of the rotor was increased linearly from 0 to 100
krpm over a three second period. The amount and orientation of an imbalance
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for the actual rotor is unknown. Observing that the experimental displacement
through the conical mode is largest indicates the imbalance is out of phase;
therefore, a 0.75 g-mm imbalance was placed on each end of the rotor 180° out
of phase. Using the actual lengths of the SFD’s for simulations did not produce a
resonance as seen experimentally. Therefore, the lengths of the SFD’s were
increased to 3 mm.
The results from the analytical simulations shown in Figure 4.6 represent the
motion of the node along the neutral axis on the compressor end of the rotor. At
25 °C, the peak of motion is due to the cylindrical mode which is consistent with
the experimental results.

The viscous oil at lower temperatures creates

excessive damping whose behavior tends to act more like a rigid support causing
the large peak in motion. However, only a single critical speed occurs as the
conical mode was attenuated by the SFD. With an increase in temperature to 50
°C, the less viscous oil shows superior damping characteristics through the
critical speeds. Again the conical mode has been attenuated with a minor peak
through the cylindrical mode.

At 100 °C, the conical mode is no longer

attenuated and results in the largest magnitude of motion followed by the
cylindrical mode.

4.3.2. Ball-Outer Raceway Contact Pressure
The bearing pressures for the simulations shown in Figure 4.6 are presented in
Figure 4.7.

The plots depict the maximum pressure at the point of contact

between a single ball and the outer raceway. The variation in the pressure at a
certain speed is due to the ball entering and exiting the loaded direction of the
bearing. The rotational speed of the rotor and the cage do not coincide which
leads to the observed fluctuations. The frequency of the fluctuation occurs at the
difference between the inner race and cage speeds. The initial pressure at 0
krpm is due to the preload applied to the bearing. Under slow speed conditions,
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the pressure opposite of the loaded direction (i.e. minimum pressure) of the
bearing decreases below the initial preload value. At higher speeds though, the
minimum value of pressure continues to increase with speed due to centrifugal
forces. The pressures are generally larger for the turbine bearing due to the
additional weight of the turbine wheel with the largest pressure occurring as the
rotor traverses the conical mode at 100 °C.

Figure 4.7: Pressure at ball-outer raceway contact.
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Proper SFD design is essential to reduce the amount of transmitted force through
the bearings to the housing. The pressures generated on the outer raceway
approach the yield strength of bearing steels. Additionally, the load seen by the
bearing determines the life due to rolling contact fatigue. Well designed and
tested SFD’s minimize the response through resonances and at higher speeds.
An optimized SFD design is difficult to achieve due to the wide range of oil
temperatures. Initial engine temperatures may be freezing in some conditions
but at steady state reach temperatures of 100 °C.

These temperature

fluctuations affect the oil viscosity and therefore also the SFD response.

4.3.3. Effect of Ball Material Properties
Ball material properties are crucial in high speed applications as inertia can have
an adverse effect. The balls orbit at the fundamental train frequency, and the
centrifugal forces increase with a square of the speed. As speed is commonly
not a design parameter that can be varied, ball density is an appropriate property
to consider. An early attempt to alleviate the issue was to operate bearings with
hollow balls, but this proved to be unrealistic as it was difficult to manufacture
balls having isotropic inertial properties [60]. As an alternative to steel, silicon
nitride ceramic balls have become a common substitute in high speed
applications due to the reduction in density while maintaining excellent
compressive strength.
A parametric study was conducted to determine the effects of balls with various
material properties. The four materials used for this investigation can be found in
Table 4.6. The transition from steel to ceramic balls leads to a change in density
and modulus of elasticity by factors of approximately 0.4 and 1.5, respectively.
These same factors were used to determine additional inferior and superior
materials.

The material properties were implemented for the simulation

conducted at 25 °C. The effect of ball material property with regards to shaft
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motion can be seen in Figure 4.8. The change in mass and stiffness of the
supporting bearing was observed to shift the critical speed of the system. As
anticipated, with a decrease in mass and increase in stiffness, the critical speed
shifted to a higher value.

Table 4.6: Ball material properties.
Material Density (kg/m3) Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)
Inferior
Steel
Ceramic
Superior

19300
7850
3200
1300

138
210
320
488

Figure 4.8: Effect of ball material properties on rotor motion at 25 °C.
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The corresponding reaction force between a ceramic ball and the outer race for
the compressor bearing is depicted in Figure 4.9(a) with the inferior and superior
material properties shown in Figure 4.9(b). An initial preload of 50 N was applied
to the bearing. This value divided among the 9 balls and accounting for the
contact angle results in an initial normal reaction force of approximately 13 N as
seen at 0 krpm in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Ball-outer raceway normal force with (a) ceramic balls and (b) inferior
and superior balls.

The reaction force is relatively small at lower speeds until the influence of the
critical speed dominates the force, as most noticeably seen for the superior
material.

As the speed continues to increase, centrifugal forces largely

contribute to the overall reaction. At 90 krpm, the radial centrifugal force acting
on the inferior and superior balls is 147 and 9.9 N, respectively, which accounts
for much of the total force.
The bearing was designed with a nominal contact angle of 25°.

During

operation, the actual value of the contact angle will deviate from the nominal
value due to the combined loading on the bearing as well as the centrifugal
forces acting on the balls.

The divergency of the inner and outer raceway
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contact angles is discussed by Hamrock and Anderson [61]. To account for the
additional centrifugal load, the contact angle of the outer race decreases and the
inner race increases in order to maintain force equilibrium on the ball.

This

alteration in contact angles for the compressor bearing is observed in Figure
4.10(a) with ceramic balls and in Figure 4.10(b) with the inferior and superior
balls.

Figure 4.10: Inner and outer raceway contact angles with (a) ceramic balls and
(b) inferior and superior balls.

At zero speed, the nominal condition of 25° occurs for both the inner and outer
raceways. Considering all speeds for the ceramic balls, the maximum amplitude
and variation in contact angle occur through the critical speed due to the large
centrifugal forces as well as the radial loads caused by the resonance. Beyond
this, the deviation in angle from the nominal value is dominated by centrifugal
forces. Again, the fluctuation in contact angle at a certain speed is due to the
rotation of the loaded direction of the bearing as compared to the rotation of the
cage.
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4.4. Conclusions
A fully coupled dynamic rotor-cartridge model was developed and the results
were corroborated with experimental shaft motion results. Experimental results
were obtained from a turbocharger test rig outfitted with displacement sensors to
measure the motion of the shaft during operation as described in Chapter 2.
The rotor-cartridge model was developed with an EFEM shaft combined with a
DEM angular contact ball bearing cartridge model. The bearing elements of the
cartridge model are three dimensional geometries each consisting of six
degrees-of-freedom.

The shaft and bearings are coupled such that the

orientation of the flexible rotor defines the orientation of the cartridge inner
raceways. The corresponding reaction forces and moments from the bearing
model are applied to the rotor. The cartridge model consists of a common outer
ring with outer raceways on each end. Furthermore the outer ring is surrounded
by SFD’s as damping is crucial at high speeds.
The vibrational modes of interest within the operating speeds of the turbocharger
are the conical and cylindrical modes. The subsequent first bending mode is
above the operating frequency of the system.

Simulations from the rotor-

cartridge model at the various operating oil temperatures were corroborated with
the experimental shaft motion results and were found to be in close agreement.
The cartridge model allows for an in depth understanding of bearing dynamics.
The ball and outer race contact pressures were investigated for both the
compressor and turbine bearings for each of the oil operating temperatures. The
SFD’s effects play a significant role on the bearing contact pressures.

The

material properties of the balls were varied in order to examine the effect on
rotor-cartridge dynamics.

Variation in ball density and modulus of elasticity

shifted the resonant frequency of the system. Additionally, the contact angle of
the inner and outer raceways deviated from the nominal value due to centrifugal
forces.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

5.1. Summary
There is a constant need for advancement in engine efficiency as fuel economy
and emission regulations become stricter. Advancements continue to be made
with regards to turbochargers.

The traditional hydrodynamic bearings in

turbochargers are being replaced with a bearing cartridge containing a pair of
angular contact ball bearings.

This change leads to a significantly different

dynamic response and an increase in mechanical efficiency.
The first experimental objective of this investigation was to compare and contrast
the rotordynamics of turbochargers differing only by their bearing types,
hydrodynamic and rolling element.

The original hydrodynamic turbocharger

design uses floating ring bearings to support radial loads and a thrust bearing to
support axial loads. Floating ring bearings are two journal bearings in series in
which the floating ring is neither radially nor rotationally constrained. This system
was referred to as the floating ring bearing turbocharger (FRBT). Hydrodynamic
type bearings are classically known to have higher frictional losses due to the
inherent sliding contact between the journal and housing. In an effort to increase
the efficiency of turbochargers, these bearings are being replaced with an
angular contact ball bearing cartridge. This design allows for support of both
axial and radial loads that are transmitted to the rotor. This system was referred
to as the ball bearing turbocharger (BBT).
In order to accomplish the experimental objectives, a turbocharger test rig (TTR)
was designed and developed with capabilities of measuring the data necessary
to critically examine the rotor-bearing systems. The turbocharger is driven by
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compressed air from an industrial compressor allowing speeds to be reached in
excess of 100,000 rpm which is significantly faster than other rotating
components within an engine. Compressed air mimics the aerodynamic effects
of airflow from actual engine exhaust, but data acquisition is not hindered by the
extreme heat of exhaust gases. This allows the turbocharger to be outfitted with
the necessary sensors to examine different rotordynamic characteristics.

In

addition, an independent oil circulation system is used to lubricate the
turbocharger.
The TTR was used to compare and contrast the whirl characteristics of both
bearing types by measuring the motion of the rotor compressor end over the
entire range of operating speeds.

A pair of non-contact eddy current

displacement sensors was installed in the compressor housing to measure the
motion perpendicular to the rotational axis.

The motion was recorded for all

speeds for the various oil inlet temperature and pressure conditions.

The

absolute maximum radius of motion was determined over the full range of
operating speeds. The ball bearings were shown to be significantly more rigid
and stable as compared to the floating ring bearings. The BBT was determined
to have an average reduction in radial rotor motion of 47%.

Waterfall plots

revealed that the motion of the BBT consisted of mainly synchronous motion
whereas the FRBT was dominated by subsynchronous motion throughout the
entire range of speeds.
Mechanical efficiency of the bearing types was compared by conducting run
down tests. The BBT had longer run down times for all combinations of oil inlet
temperature and pressures with an average percent increase 14.1%.

This

decrease in frictional losses improves the overall efficiency of the turbocharger
and enhances the transient response of the rotor.
Application of a radio frequency ball bearing cage temperature telemeter has
been demonstrated to withstand the harsh conditions in a turbocharger up to
speeds of 77,000 rpm. The sensor consists of a temperature sensitive capacitor
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with parallel inductive coil along the circumference of a cage and shows a
resonant frequency shift of 11.96 kHz/°C.

The sensor accurately monitors

transient bearing cage temperature due to mechanical losses and external
heating.
Custom sensors were developed in order to measure the axial forces acting on
the rotor due to aerodynamics effects. The pair of sensors each contained three
cantilever beams outfitted with strain gages in order to measure the applied load.
The source of the axial force is dominated by the pressure acting on the back
faces of the turbine and compressor wheels. The sensors were installed within
the turbocharger for dynamic testing. The magnitude and direction of the axial
force was determined to be dependent on the position of the turbine variable
geometry and operating conditions within the compressor map. Additionally, the
signal from each beam was sinusoidal in nature and 120° out of phase indicating
a rocking motion of the bearing cartridge due to a rotating imbalance on the
shaft.
With the conversion to ball bearings, there was a need for an analytical tool
capable of predicting rotor-bearing interactions. Rolling element bearings are
complex mechanical systems comprised of many rotating components which
require an in depth model to accurately predict the bearing behavior. Bearings
though are not isolated systems as they are designed to support loads of rotating
machinery. Comprehensive modeling of a true system requires consideration of
the bearings, rotating shaft, and externally applied loads.
To achieve the analytical objectives, a coupled flexible rotor-ball bearing model
has been developed to dynamically simulate rotating shafts supported by deep
groove ball bearings. All of the bearing elements within the discrete element
model (DEM) including the races, balls, and cage had six degrees-of-freedom.
The normal contact forces between the rigid elements were calculated using
Hertzian contact theory whereas tangential forces were determined using a
traction model dependent on the relative velocities at the point of contact
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between elements. The equations of motion based on the resulting forces and
moments acting on an element were integrated using the fourth-order-RungeKutta algorithm to determine subsequent positions and velocities.

The

deformable shaft was modeled using a full 3D elastic explicit finite element
method (EFEM) formulation. The bearing and flexible shaft models were coupled
in such a way that both translation and rotation of the shaft were transmitted to
the motion of the bearing inner race. The resulting reaction forces and moments
calculated in the dynamic bearing model (DBM) were in turn applied to the nodes
of the shaft. The combined rotor-bearing model was used to investigate the
effects of shaft deformation on ball bearing performance for a centrally loaded
shaft and also an overhung loaded shaft. Dynamic displacements and rotations
of the inner race were reported with the corresponding reaction forces and
moments. For the centrally loaded case, it was shown that the reaction moment
from the bearing as a function of the tilt angle of the inner race was nonlinear and
varied based on the bearing clearance.

The overhung load case was

demonstrated to exhibit varying compliant motion in the axial direction and the
amplitude was expressed as a function of bearing clearance. The results from
the combined model were also shown to satisfy the indeterminate equilibrium
equations for the given free body diagram for both the clearance and interference
cases. Additionally, it was shown how an interference or clearance affect the
motion of the ball center of mass and also its spin and slip magnitude at the ball
and outer race contact.
The rotor-bearing model is suitable for typical shaft-ball bearing systems in which
the bearings are fixed within housings.
relatively low speeds.

These systems typically operate at

In order to predict the dynamics of the turbocharger

system, the rotor-bearing model was expanded to represent the turbocharger
rotor-cartridge system under consideration.

This included development of a

cartridge bearing model as well as removing the constraints on the outer ring and
implementing a squeeze film damper model.
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Simulations were conducted with the rotor-cartridge model over the operating
speeds of the turbocharger with the vibrational modes of interest being the
conical and cylindrical modes. The motion of the compressor end of the shaft
was corroborated with that from the experimental results and was found to be in
close agreement.

The bearing dynamics of the cartridge were investigated

considering the effect of critical speeds on bearing reactions.

The pressure

between a ball and outer raceway were presented indicating the effects of
resonances and centrifugal forces.

Fluctuations were observed due to the

difference between the rotor and cage rotational speeds. A parametric study was
conducted to determine the effects of balls with various material properties.
Centrifugal forces acting on the balls were shown to decrease the contact angle
with the outer raceway and increase the contact angle with the inner raceway.
Considerable variations in contact angle occurred through critical speeds due to
the large centrifugal forces as well as the radial loads caused by resonances.

5.2. Future Work

5.2.1. Rotor-Bearing Dynamics with Flexible Housings
The support of the outer race is critical when examining bearing dynamics. In
Chapter 3, the outer race was considered fixed in space. Depending on the
rigidity of the support structure, this may not be a fair assumption. Instead, the
outer race support can be modeled as a flexible housing using EFEM. The
material properties of the housing may be varied including steel or elastomeric
materials.
In Chapter 4 the turbocharger outer race was supported by the squeeze film
dampers. This system may be replaced with elastomeric supports in order to
provide a more predictable support structure while supplying the needed
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damping characteristics. This again can be modeled with EFEM with elastomeric
rings between the outer race and main rigid housing.

5.2.2. Thermal Effects
The turbocharger is exposed to extreme temperature variations during operation
from initial startup to steady state conditions. Large temperature gradients also
occur across the rotor from the high temperatures of the turbine wheel to the
cooled bearing housing. These variations may cause localized expansions that
can severely affect the bearing performance, dynamics, and life. The rotor and
bearing models can be updated to include thermal effects making the system
more representative of actual conditions.

5.2.3. Aerodynamic Effects
The turbocharger is subjected to aerodynamic effects on the turbine and
compressor wheels due to air flow and pressures. The resulting forces have
considerable effect on the rotor and therefore also the bearing system. The
types of forces include axial as well as radial and Alford forces. Alford forces are
caused by varying tip clearance between the wheels and housing and may cause
instabilities.

Determination of the forces can be conducted by experimental

methods or by computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

Additionally when a

turbocharger is operated with an engine, the flow of air from the exhaust contains
pulsations due to the firing of each piston cylinder.

These factors can be

included within the model to investigate their effects on bearing dynamics
including ball skidding as a function of preload. Considering these effects will
provide a more comprehensive representation of the system.
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5.2.4. Torsional Effects
The current investigation primarily focused on lateral displacements and
vibrations, but torsional effects may also be of particular interest. Torsion for low
speed applications may originate from torques acting on the shaft such as input
torques from a motor with a load applied elsewhere along the shaft. At higher
speeds, torsional modes of vibration may be of concern. These situations can be
investigated with the coupled finite and discrete element rotor-bearing model.

5.2.5. Rotor-Bearing Assembly
The current rotor-bearing model can be extended to investigate rotor-bearing
assemblies such as transmissions. Gearboxes are composed of multiple shafts
each supported by their own respective bearings with forces and torques
transmitted through gears. Design and analysis of such systems could provide
safe and reliable operation.

Development of an assembly may be hindered

though by computational requirements needed for such complex systems.
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